SOARING TO GREATER HEIGHTS

2011 ANNUAL REPORT
THE MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS SEEKS TO ACHIEVE NATIONAL DISTINCTION IN HEALTH PROFESSIONS’ EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND SERVICE.

AS A COLLEGE DEDICATED TO EDUCATING A DIVERSE RANGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, WE BENEFIT OUR STUDENTS, THE UNIVERSITY, AND COMMUNITY THROUGH OUR SYNERGISTIC APPROACH TO CREATING NEW KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE. THROUGH INTERPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION, WE ENRICH THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT, INCREASE OUR CAPACITY TO CONDUCT RESEARCH, AND AUGMENT OUR ABILITY TO PROVIDE SERVICE. WE ARE A DYNAMIC AND RESPONSIVE COLLEGE THAT GENERATES SOLUTIONS AND CONTRIBUTES TO THE OVERALL HEALTH AND WELL-BEING OF THE CITIZENS OF OUR STATE AND BEYOND.
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Our 45 year history as a College of Health Professions has enabled us to mature and develop into one of the top Colleges of Health Professions in the country. Currently offering nine different academic degrees, we continue to have the largest student enrollment on campus and our reputation for educational excellence is well documented. Our commitment to excellence in clinical, professional and community service has expanded over the years with faculty, students and staff actively engaged in these critical areas of our mission. However, it is the area of research that has seen exponential growth over this last year. Recently, we have made significant strategic investments targeted at building research capacity within the College and establishing a national reputation for excellence in research. These investments have produced outstanding results over a short period of time and are documented in this report.

This 2010-2011 annual report provides an in-depth review of the significant achievements across all areas of our mission and highlights the extraordinary accomplishments of our faculty, staff and students. This executive summary identifies the significant changes within the College over the last year and presents key accomplishments that characterize the College’s advancement over this past year.

Significant Changes: Leadership and Administrative Appointments

**MARK S. SOTHMANN, PhD**  Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost at MUSC

In July 2010, Dr. Mark Sothmann, Dean of the College of Health Professions, was asked to serve as MUSC’s Interim Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost upon the departure of Dr. John Raymond. After a national search, Dr. Sothmann emerged as the top candidate and became the new MUSC Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost in April 2011.

“Dr. Sothmann has repeatedly shown that he is a thoughtful decision-maker and that he is a consensus builder,” said MUSC President Ray Greenberg, MD, PhD. “Most noteworthy among his accomplishments as interim provost are the successful negotiations of a revised post-tenure review process and the development and refinement of a new financial model for resource flow within the institution. Mark S. Sothmann, PhD., was appointed Professor and Dean of the College of Health Professions in 2007. During his time in this role, he established a new vision for the College, effectively restructured the College in order to maximize efficiencies and adapt to substantial reductions in state funding, established a Department of Health Sciences and Research and strategically allocated funds to develop the research capacity within the College.

To assume this prestigious role within the Medical University of South Carolina is an honor and a testament to the respect Dr. Sothmann has earned for his leadership. The faculty and staff of the College are proud of Dr. Sothmann’s accomplishments and wish him well in his new role.

**LISA K. SALADIN, PT, PhD**  Interim Dean

Dr. Lisa Saladin, previously Executive Associate Dean of the College and Chair of the Department of Health Professions, was asked to serve as Interim Dean for the College of Health Professions in July 2010. Subsequent to the announcement that Dr. Sothmann
had been selected as Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost, a national search was launched to identify a new Dean for the College. At this time, Dr. Saladin is one of three top candidates for the position and an announcement regarding the final decision is expected sometime in September 2011.

MARALYNNE MITCHAM, PhD, OTR/L, FAOTA
Interim Chair of the Department of Health Professions

Dr. Maralynne Mitcham has served as Interim Chair for the Department of Health Professions since July 2010. Once the permanent Dean for the College is appointed, a decision regarding this position will be forthcoming.

BECKI TRICKEY, BS, MHS, PhD
Interim Executive Associate Dean Retires as Professor Emerita

Dr. Becki Trickey, appointed as Interim Executive Associate Dean in July 2010, retired from the Medical University of South Carolina June 20, 2011.

Dr. Becki Trickey served the Medical University of South Carolina with distinction since 1972, and has held an active faculty appointment within the College for thirty-two years serving as educator, scholar, administrator and mentor. She has provided leadership within the College of Health Professions with loyalty and longstanding dedication.

Dr. Trickey was the visionary leader responsible for the initiation and development of the Occupational Therapy academic degree program within the College. Her administrative appointments have included Interim Dean, Associate Dean, Interim Executive Associate Dean, Special Assistant to the Dean, Chair of the Department of Rehabilitation Sciences and Director of the Occupational Therapy Program. At the University level she has made many substantial contributions in the areas of institutional assessment, academic excellence, interprofessional education, and university accreditation.

Dr. Trickey has been a leader in the development and acquisition of training grants, curriculum design, programmatic evaluation and assessment, and new program development and this leadership has resulted in higher standards and efficiencies for us all. Dr. Trickey has always been an active and visible advocate and supporter of the University and the College. She retires with the University rank of Professor Emerita bestowed by the Medical University of South Carolina Board of Trustees. The College of Health Professions expressed its sincere admiration for Dr. Becki Trickey’s many remarkable professional accomplishments and appreciation for her long and distinguished career through the establishment of the Dr. Becki A. Trickey Educational Enhancement Fund. Her colleagues have established this development fund in Dr. Trickey’s honor to celebrate her commitment to excellence in education. It will be used to finance equipment and new initiatives that will advance the educational mission of the College.

EMILY MOORE, EdD
Associate Dean for Academic and Faculty Affairs

Dr. Emily Moore was appointed as Associate Dean for Academic and Faculty Affairs as of July 1, 2011. Dr. Moore has 40 years of experience in higher education as an educator, a scholar and an academic leader. She has held the rank of professor since 1995 in various institutions of higher education with roles that included Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at Dillard University, Vice-President for Academic Affairs and Dean of Faculty at Concordia University, and Dean of Teacher Education and Chair of the Division of Education and Psychology at Concordia College.

Dr. Moore has demonstrated expertise in program development, program assessment and accreditation. She has evaluated academic programs for state agencies, military bases and educational institutions across the country and she has been invited to participate in the accreditation process in three of the six regional accreditation agencies in the United States (North Central, West and the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools). With five accredited academic degree programs in the College, her accreditation experience will be vital to our continued success. Dr. Moore will also play a significant role in the execution of
programmatic reviews, the development of new academic initiatives, the revision of promotion and tenure criteria, mediation of faculty concerns and contract issues, and the development and mentorship of faculty.

DAVID MORRISETTE, PT, OCS, PhD
Director, Physical Therapy Division

After an extensive national search, Dr. David Morrisette was selected from a well-qualified pool of applicants to serve as Director of the Physical Therapy Division in the Department of Health Professions. Dr. Morrisette has almost 30 years of clinical experience as a licensed physical therapist and more than 20 years of experience in academics as an educator, scholar, and administrator. Dr. Morrisette is a fellow of the American Academy of Orthopedic Manual Physical Therapists and a distinguished educator recognized by the MUSC Health Sciences Foundation as 1998 Educator-Lecturer of the year and 2007 Educator-Mentor of the year. Dr. Morrisette recently provided excellent leadership to the Physical Therapy Division as Interim Director and we look forward to his continued leadership as Director.

NAOMI SAMPSON, MHA
Director, Executive Operations and Project Management

Ms. Naomi Sampson accepted a new position in the College as Director of Executive Operations and Project Management in May 2011. Ms. Sampson had previously served as the Director of Educational Outreach and Strategic Initiatives in the College. In this new role, Ms. Sampson is a key member of the College of Health Professions executive team responsible for the central coordination of executive activities (operations and planning) and ensuring timely flow of information to and from the executive office. Ms. Sampson will assist the Dean in the overall operational management of the executive functions within the College to optimize operational efficiency, to provide high-level oversight, to serve as a special project manager and to facilitate key strategic initiatives.

Significant Changes: Faculty and Staff Hires

FACULTY HIRES

The following individuals were recruited into the Department of Health Sciences and Research: Mr. Michael Meacham, Associate Professor; Dr. Mark Bowden, Assistant Professor; Dr. Chris Gregory, Assistant Professor; Dr. Cameron Nott, Assistant Professor; Dr. Michelle Woodbury, Assistant Professor; and two Research Associates Dr. Aaron Embry and Ms. Jenna Nott.

The following individuals were recruited into the Department of Health Professions: Dr. Angela Mund, Assistant Professor; Dr. Christine Otruba, Assistant Professor; and Mr. David Howell-Keith, Instructor.

STAFF HIRES

The following individuals were recruited to our College: Ms. Becky Hamrick (Office of the Dean), Ms. Meghan Hann (Health Professions), Ms. D. Renee Hutson (Research Administration), Ms. Nikki Lowry (Health Science & Research), Ms. Christie MacConnell (Clinical Education), Ms. Ashley Martindale (Finance & Administration), and Ms. Kim Rang (Clinical Education).

Significant Changes: Educational Programs

CLOSURE OF THE BACHELOR OF HEALTH SCIENCE PROGRAM

The Bachelor of Health Sciences program was formally discontinued with the last class graduating in May 2011. The mission of this program was to enhance the education of health care providers in South Carolina who had one or two years of higher education by providing them with an opportunity to obtain a bachelor’s degree. While the quality of this program was outstanding, it no longer fit with the strategic focus of the College. In order to ensure the continuation of this type of program in the State, we
have worked collaboratively with Coastal Carolina University (CCU) to transition a version of this program to their institution. At this time, CCU is awaiting final approval from the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education to offer a similar degree program.

NEW EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

The inaugural class of the DHA-Interprofessional Studies track began their studies fall 2010 semester. This program is intended for healthcare clinical practitioners who desire an advanced degree in administration. The curriculum of the program includes topics such as leadership, strategy, policy, evidence-based decision-making, and interprofessional studies with the goal of improving patient quality of care and safety. Graduates of the program are expected to teach or lead quality improvement initiatives in the healthcare delivery system.

The DHA-Information Systems and Leadership track recruitment was opened for fall 2011 admission. Students in this new track are practicing information systems specialists who either are in, or who seek to be in, positions that can influence adoption of the Institute of Medicine’s vision to promote the delivery of patient-centered care. The central themes of the curriculum are information systems practice; and building on the domains of change, leadership and health informatics.

Major Accomplishments for the College 2010-2011

STRATEGIC PLAN

Faculty and staff collaboratively developed a new five year strategic plan for the College of Health Professions that incorporates critical elements of the new University Strategic Plan. The new goals for the College are as follows:

- Enhance national and international distinction in neuro-rehabilitation research.
- Attain national and international recognition for innovative, entrepreneurial activities in health professions research, education, and service.
- Be recognized by stakeholders as having faculty and staff who are motivated, consumer oriented, talented and professionally prepared.
- Lead South Carolina and the nation in translating research into the classroom and clinic of our respective professions.
- Achieve national and international distinction as leaders in interprofessional education and practice.
- Demonstrate the value and maximize the ability of all health professions represented in the College to participate in new models of health care delivery emerging from health care reform.
- Educate and graduate students who reflect and are culturally sensitive to the communities in which we serve.

“Teamwork is the ability to work together toward a common vision; the ability to direct individual accomplishments toward organizational objectives. It is the fuel that allows common people to attain uncommon results.”
-Andrew Carnegie
EDUCATION

The College of Health Professions has experienced record increases in the number of student applications across all of its academic programs, with this year’s total reaching 1,370. This is a remarkable increase of 137% since 2006.

The quality of the incoming students continues to be impressive as evidenced by an entering grade point average of 3.5 and an average score of 1640 on the Graduate Record Examination (across all academic programs combined).

Pass rates on national board exams ranged from 94-100% across the five programs in the Department of Health Professions that require licensure and exams.

Student satisfaction with all of our academic programs remains high with 97% of graduating students agreeing with the statement that they made the right choice in selecting the College of Health Professions at the Medical University.

Dr. K. Jackson Thomas received the Dorothy Baethke and Eleanor Jane Carlin Excellence in Academic Teaching Award from the American Physical Therapy Association. This prestigious award recognizes excellence in physical therapy education with only one recipient each year selected from across the 213 accredited programs in the country. Dr. Thomas was also recognized with the College of Health Professions Anesthesia for Nurses Program Didactic Teacher of the Year award.

Ms. Nicole Michaud was recognized as the College of Health Professions’ Teacher of the Year. Ms. Michaud joined the College of Health Professions’ Cardiovascular Perfusion (CVP) program in 2008.

Two students, Ms. Katherine Schichtel (CHP-MHA) and Ms. Hailey James (CHP-MHA) participated on the interprofessional MUSC team that recently won 2nd place and a $5,000 scholarship in the finals of the Interprofessional Team Case Competition of the 2011 National Clinician Administrator Relationship Improvement Organization (CLARION) Competition, held in Minneapolis, MN.

RESEARCH

There was a 27% increase in the number of Grants and Contracts awarded to researchers in the College compared to FY 2010. The dollar value of the awards for FY 2011 totaled $6,088,407; up from $3,712,219 for FY 2010. This is a noteworthy 64% increase in grant funding compared to FY 2010 and is the largest amount of grant funding in the history of the College of Health Professions.

The College celebrated the grand opening of the Center for Rehabilitation Research in Neurological Conditions in May 2011. This event provided the opportunity to showcase three new fully equipped state of the art research laboratories. More than one hundred people attended this celebration which showcased the cutting edge technologies available to our researchers that will enable them to engage in research targeted at improving the quality of life for individuals with neurological disorders.
Dr. Paul Jacques, Interim Director of the Physician Assistant Studies Division, was awarded a $1.6 million dollar five year training grant from HRSA. The grant focuses on four programmatic initiatives: expanding the current oral health curriculum to include oral health assessments and fluoride varnish application with pre-school children, incorporating a three week course to promote physician assistant (PA) students’ transition from the classroom to the clinical phase of the program by learning and experiencing the complexities of how a rural healthcare facility functions, increasing the use of simulation technology within the PA curriculum, and continuing the highly successful PA academic fellowship which prepares physician assistants to make the transition from clinician to academician.

Dr. Bonnie Martin-Harris, Director of the PhD program in Health and Rehabilitation Sciences, was recognized as the College of Health Professions Scholar of the Year.

Dr. Lee Saunders, Department of Health Sciences and Research, was recognized as the College of Health Professions Developing Scholar of the Year.

Drs. Bonnie Martin Harris and Heather Bonilha were the recipients of the 2010 Manuel Garcia Prize at the Dysphagia Research Society Eighteenth Annual Meeting, International Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics (IALP).

Ms. Alicia Sievert, Assistant Professor, Division of Cardiovascular Perfusion, was the 2011 winner of the 12th Annual Utley Award at the 31st Annual Cardiothoracic Research and Education Foundation (CREF) Conference.

Dr. James Krause, Associate Dean for Research, received the 2011 National Association of Rehabilitation Research and Training Center’s award for the outstanding published article in the previous year. All funded projects from the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) qualify (its annual budget exceeds $100 million) so the award is highly competitive.

**SERVICE**

Dr. Wanda Gonsalves, Division of Physician Assistant Studies, was presented the South Carolina Governor’s Volunteer Award by Governor Nikki Haley and the South Carolina Association for Volunteer Administration in May 2011 at the S.C. State House. The award was to recognize the volunteer efforts associated with the MUSC Community Aid Relief Education Support (CARES) Clinic. CARES is an outreach clinic initiated in 2005 by Dr. Gonsalves to enhance the preclinical experience of medical, physical therapy, pharmacy, health administration, and physician assistant students while providing much needed health care to the uninsured population in the Tri-county (Berkley, Charleston, Dorchester) areas and beyond.

College of Health Professions’ staff provided the leadership and coordinated a joint faculty/staff effort to raise more than $2,500 in school supplies for Murray-LaSaine Elementary School. This Title 1 school has more than 90 percent of its population qualifying for free or reduced lunches. The parents of these children are not required to buy school supplies; therefore, teachers are tasked with getting classroom supplies on a meager budget. The money raised by the College went towards educational supplies requested by teachers in the school.

Another staff initiated service activity resulted in approximately $274 to help provide meals for the families staying at the local Ronald McDonald House.

Dr. Patty Coker-Bolt was recognized with the 2010 College of Health Professions Faculty Service Award. In addition, she received the 2011 Patterson Award for community volunteerism at the AOTA conference in Philadelphia. The Patterson Award is for occupational therapists who demonstrate commitment, excellence and/or innovation in providing community-based volunteer services using occupational therapy skills. The award is co-sponsored by The Patterson Foundation of St. Paul, Minnesota.

In summary, the College of Health Professions has made significant progress toward our vision of national distinction in health professions’ education, research and service. Today, the College offers academic programs that are ranked nationally, and the College is considered one of the best in the country. The College of Health Professions educates talented and dynamic healthcare leaders of the future to serve the residents of South Carolina and beyond and we are emerging as leaders in health professions research.
Entering Students

As part of the College of Health Professions recruitment initiative, we hosted over 500 students on campus who participated in information sessions, private tours and/or group visits. Other recruitment initiatives include visiting campuses throughout the state and an online marketing Ad Button among “Big 10 schools” to include the University of Michigan, Michigan State, Ohio State, Purdue, Indiana University, Penn State, Illinois University, and University of Iowa.

Over the past five years, the College of Health Professions has experienced record number increases in student applications across all of its academic programs, with this year’s total reaching 1,370. This is a remarkable increase of 137% since 2006. Equally impressive is the caliber of incoming students. This year’s class (for all academic programs combined) had an entering grade point average of 3.5 and an average score of 1640 on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE). In addition, new students have come to our College with a wide range of professional and community service activities and life experiences.

The College of Health Professions remains the largest college at the Medical University of South Carolina in terms of its student body, with 725 students enrolled. Our students demonstrate a wide range of achievements that are reflected in the student accomplishments section of this report.

Graduating Students

Our programs are nationally accredited and the quality is demonstrated by an overall pass rate of 98.8% on the national board exams.

The College enjoyed another successful graduation this year with 327 students earning their degrees. One of the highlights of the graduation events was this year’s Commencement Speaker, Darius Rucker. Grammy winner and former front-man of “Hootie and the Blowfish,” Mr. Rucker offered the graduates three pieces of advice during his speech: “find something to make you laugh;” “always believe in yourself;” and “try to make the world a better place.”

College of Health Professions
Academic Degree Programs

- Bachelor of Science in Cardiovascular Perfusion
- Master in Health Administration
- Master in Research Administration
- Master of Science in Nurse Anesthesia
- Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
- Master of Science in Physician Assistant Studies
- Doctor of Health Administration
- Doctor of Philosophy in Health and Rehabilitation Science
- Doctor of Physical Therapy
Interprofessional Education

In concordance with the MUSC Creating Collaborative Care (C3) initiative, the College serves as a key leader for interprofessional education and its inclusion in our academic programs. Exposure to interprofessional education begins at college orientation with team training and experiential learning. All students take a required interprofessional course (IP 710 Transforming Health Care for the Future) that integrates them with students from the other MUSC colleges to explore and assess the complexities of current health care delivery. The course challenges students to work collaboratively in a hybrid learning context, using learning management systems and face-to-face engagement, to complete root cause analyses across several case-based conditions. Students generate creative responses that will improve safety and efficacy of systems of health care delivery. Many of our students go on to take a variety of university-wide interprofessional elective courses and others choose to complete an interprofessional fellowship, which is recognized at graduation and on their final transcript. (See student accomplishments section for a list of this year’s fellowship students)

Engagement in interprofessional education requires dedication and innovation on the part of our faculty members, several of whom lead exciting health care service initiatives in the community and overseas. For example, under faculty guidance, occupational therapy and dental students provided a range of oral health care services to children with severe disabilities at Pattison’s Academy; physician assistants and others participated in Smiles for Life; and students from several professions provided health care services on a mission trip to Masindi, Uganda. Even more challenging is designing opportunities for our students to take what they learn about teamwork and collaboration and put it into practice during their external rotations where they have to adapt to novel conditions that are arduous and demanding.

Program Closure

The Bachelor of Health Sciences program was formally discontinued due to various factors. The last class in the program graduated May 2011. With collaboration and support from the Medical University, Coastal Carolina University requested approval from the South Carolina Commission on Higher Education to offer a similar degree effective fall 2011.
Grants Awarded Overall FY 2011

For FY 2011, 28 new Grant and Contract Awards were awarded to College of Health Professions (CHP) Faculty members as principal investigator (PI). This is a 27% increase in the number of awards compared to FY 2010. More importantly, the dollar value of the awards for FY 2011 totaled $6,088,407; up from $3,712,219 for FY 2010. This is a noteworthy 64% increase in grant funding compared to FY 2010 and is the largest amount in the history of the College of Health Professions. Clearly, CHP faculty have aggressively and successfully pursued major grant opportunities to support new and ongoing lines of research.

Sources of Funds

Federal grants made up 64% of the College's new awards, with the balance divided among 14% from corporate sources, 18% from the state, and 4% from foundations. Compared to last year, this is a 4% decline in federal awards, indicative of the increasingly competitive nature of federal funding. There was also a 9% decrease in corporate awards. There were increases in state awards by 13% and foundation funding by 1%.

Sponsors of New Awards

FEDERAL SPONSORS

- United States Department of Health and Human Services/Health Resources and Services Administration
- United States Department of Veterans Affairs Medical Center
- United States Department of Education
- National Institutes of Health/National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
- National Institutes of Health/National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism
- National Institutes of Health/National Center for Research Resources/South Carolina
Spearheaded by Dr. Mark Sothmann (then MUSC Interim Vice President and Provost), this collaborative event brought together academicians from multiple disciplines, national and state elected officials as well as community leaders and non-profit organizations from across the country for a day-long Summit in Charleston, SC. The overarching topic centered on key initiatives to better help traumatically injured veterans transition into their communities. The Summit was held at Charleston Place and was sponsored generously by Force Protection and South Carolina Research Authority (SCRA).

The Summit’s keynote speaker, Dr. Peach Taylor, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs, highlighted the progress the Military Health System has made in support of its wartime mission and in its continuum of care. The Summit then focused on the dominant themes of Learning from the Past and Looking to the Future. Researchers from the Indiana-Ohio Center for Traumatic Amputation Rehabilitation Research reported on their nearly four years of research with over 450 Vietnam era veterans with war-related amputation. Their informative findings were on effective coping strategies in building successful lives despite such life-long issues of pain, prosthetics use, comorbidities, and mental well-being (particularly post-traumatic stress disorder and depression). Such strategies included the critical role of the caregiver, community support services, adaptation, and education, among others. The dominant theme that emerged for future research and practice initiatives is centered on the concept of Resiliency, Reset, and Reintegration.

With additional participating institutions, the Veterans with Traumatic Amputation Registry will expand and now be housed at the Medical University of South Carolina.
Faculty Community Service Activities

The College of Health Professions faculty members are involved in a variety of community service initiatives that benefit not only service recipients but provide real-world learning experiences and mentorship for students outside of the classroom. This year, we feature two faculty-led community service initiatives.

CHARLESTON MIRACLE LEAGUE

The mission of the Charleston Miracle League is to “make memories by providing a life-changing experience for children and adults with mental and physical challenges through a community supported baseball league.” Dr. Coker-Bolt shares the following accounts: “Our first games were played in the fall of 2004 and we now have over 70 youth players and 80 adult players with physical and mental disabilities. We play both spring and fall seasons and provide recreational activities between seasons (i.e. bowling, trip to Sting Rays game). For the last two years, we have provided an all-expense paid trip to a Braves game in Atlanta for players and their family members. Currently, the Charleston Miracle League has four CHP alumni on the Board of Directors, Dr. Aaron Embry (PT), Ms. Nicole LaRose (OT), Ms. Erin Carlton (PT), and myself. In addition, for the past two years, students from the Master in Health Administration program have completed projects and fundraising activities to benefit the league.”

ADAPTIVE WATER SPORTS CLINICS

Under the mentorship and guidance of Dr. Sara Kraft, Division of Physical Therapy, 30 physical therapy students and 15 occupational therapy students participated in the Adaptive Water Sports Clinics sponsored by Achieving Wheelchair Equality and Anchors Away. These clinics were held June 2011 at Lyon’s Beach, Monck Corner, SC, and are designed to introduce a variety of water sports to individuals with various disabilities including stroke, spinal cord injury, traumatic brain injury, and amputation. The students and Dr. Kraft were involved with fitting the 15 participants in their specially designed sit ski, performing water safety tests, helping launch skiers, and skillfully rescuing those who fell. This experience was meaningful and memorable for the participants and all the volunteers.
Staff Community Service Activities

The CHP Staff Congress is a group that meets regularly throughout the year to act as a voice of the staff. This group collaborates with the College community, and fosters accountability and best practices in support of the College’s vision, mission and goals. Staff Congress works to provide a channel of communication among staff, faculty, and executive leadership. This has led to an increased sense of identity, recognition and worth of each staff member in his or her relationship to the College. The 2010-2011 Officers are Mr. Jim Moore, Chair; Ms. Julie Parrish, Co-Chair; and Ms. Lauren Dickerson, Secretary. One of the predominant themes of this year’s group was community outreach. CHP Staff members organized and participated in several service projects over the year. Three projects are featured in this report.

MUSC College of Health Professions plays Santa for Murray-LaSaine Elementary School Teachers

College of Health Professions’ staff provided the leadership and coordinated a joint faculty/staff effort to raise more than $2,500 in school supplies for Murray-LaSaine Elementary School. This Title 1 school has more than 90 percent of its population qualifying for free or reduced lunches. The parents of these children are not required to buy school supplies; therefore, teachers are tasked with getting classroom supplies on a meager budget. The money raised by the College went towards educational supplies requested by teachers in the school.

The College’s faculty and staff generously gave to fill every wish list of each teacher at Murray-LaSaine. Items such as bean bag chairs, colorful carpets, crayons, hot glue guns, and even a laser printer were delivered by “elves” in Santa hats. Teachers, as well as students, were overwhelmed by the generosity of the faculty and staff at the College.

Spring 2011 - Ronald McDonald House

In the spring of 2011, the College of Health Professions’ faculty and staff donated approximately $274 to help provide meals for the families staying at the local Ronald McDonald House located on Calhoun Street in Charleston, SC. 45 people in residence at the house graciously appreciated the generosity.

In addition to providing meals for the families, enough funds were generated to provide two nights stay for a family.

March of Dimes

This year the CHP Staff participated in the annual MUSC March of Dimes Campaign. Fundraisers included Blue Jeans for Babies, Purses for Preemies, and the March for Babies. CHP staff played a major role in each fundraiser by making gifts as well as volunteering their time to organize and run the events. As an added attempt to increase CHP support towards the March of Dimes, volunteers from all around the College contributed goodies for a bake sale held in the lobby of the children’s hospital and the atrium of the college. The College raised over $500 for the March of Dimes this year while MUSC as whole raised over $24,000!
Education

2010 COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS TEACHER OF THE YEAR

Nicole Michaud, MS, CCP

Ms. Nicole Michaud joined the College of Health Professions’ Cardiovascular Perfusion (CVP) program in 2008. Her background in simulation and biomedical engineering has been instrumental to the CVP program’s success in developing a world-class simulation lab.

The simulation lab has allowed our students the opportunity to supplement, practice and perfect their clinical skills. Ms. Michaud uses her personal time to teach the perfusion students in the simulation lab and frequently spends weekends preparing the students for their externship clinical rotations.

One student described Ms. Michaud as the “most passionate, knowledgeable, dedicated, caring professor I have had the pleasure of working with here at MUSC.”

Quote: “Being awarded the College of Health Professions Teacher of the Year in 2010 was both an honor and an achievement. It was an honor to receive the award within a College that is nationally known for the instructional methods of their faculty and the pass rate of their graduates on certifying exams. To teach students to ‘love the art of perfusion’ is my aspiration. I believe being honored by my students and the committee with this award suggests that I have impacted the future of my profession in a positive way; therefore, it is an achievement. I would like to sincerely thank the College of Health Professions for recognizing me.”

2011 DOROTHY BAETHKE-ELEANOR JANE CARLIN EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMIC TEACHING AWARD

K. Jackson Thomas, EdD

Dr. K. Jackson Thomas has been awarded the prestigious Dorothy E. Baethke-Eleanor J. Carlin Excellence in Academic Teaching Award from the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA). This award was established in 1981 and is given to an individual who has made significant contributions to physical therapy education through teaching excellence as exemplified in the careers of Baethke and Carlin. Dorothy Baethke was a pioneer in physical therapy. In 1972, after 25 years of exceptional service, Baethke retired as chair of the Department of Physical Therapy at the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Allied Medical Professions. Eleanor J Carlin was known as a leader in quality physical therapy education. Carlin’s professional accomplishments and exceptional contributions to APTA include serving as president from 1956 to 1958.

This award is the highest honor for academic teaching awarded by the physical therapy profession and a signif-
significant tribute to Dr. Thomas’ excellence as an educator. Dr. Thomas shared that he took several continuing education courses taught by Eleanor Carlin. He passionately expressed that Carlin’s teaching tips have contributed to his knowledge about the application of anatomical concepts that is incorporated in his teaching. As duly expressed by one of his colleagues, “Dr. Thomas is a ‘one of a kind’ educator and serves as an exceptional role model for students, faculty, and clinicians. He truly represents the core values associated with professionalism in physical therapy: accountability, altruism, compassion/caring, excellence, integrity, professional duty, and social responsibility.”

2011 ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES PROGRAM

DIDACTIC TEACHER OF THE YEAR AWARD

K. Jackson Thomas, Ed.D.

Dr. K. Jackson Thomas is also the recipient of the Didactic Instructor of the Year Award through the MUSC College of Health Professions’ Division of Nurse Anesthesia. This award is presented to an individual who has made a significant contribution to the education of nurse anesthetist students in the classroom. It recognizes the commitment of individuals to the profession of nurse anesthesia and to the advancement of educational standards that further the art and science of anesthesiology and result in high quality patient care.

Research and Scholarship

2010 COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

SCHOLAR OF THE YEAR

Bonnie Martin-Harris, PhD

Dr. Martin-Harris has been an exemplary leader in scholarship, research education, mentoring and clinical service. This year Dr. Martin-Harris published a ground breaking paper in an esteemed journal detailing a clinical diagnostic tool for quantifying swallowing impairment. She is also senior author on a paradigm changing paper that investigated the role of respiration on swallowing impairment as well as co-author on two other published papers.

During the past year, Dr. Martin-Harris has been principal investigator of four grants and one subaward. She has actively integrated her research into the clinic at MUSC and across the country through her clinical education activities. She has developed a training module that pairs clinical swallowing scans and movies of simulated swallowing impairment to teach clinicians across the country her diagnostic tool. Dr. Martin-Harris has continued her level of excellence by helping to initiate and currently directing the PhD program in Health and Rehabilitation Science. Besides her leadership and teaching in this program, she has funded three PhD student stipends from her research grants. Not only does Dr. Martin-Harris excel in scholarship but also she is a master clinician. Dr. Martin-Harris has 20 years of clinical swallowing and voice practice and is the Director of the MUSC Trammel Institute for Voice and Swallowing.

Quote: “Being awarded, ‘Scholar of the Year,’ in the College of Health Professions came with complete surprise and honor. I feel like I should be the one granting the award to my colleagues who allow me to work with a seasoned, collaborative, and genuine group of interprofessional scientists and educators. . . My dual appointments in the Colleges of Health Professions and Medicine have allowed me to bridge gaps in knowledge and resources in mentored studies of disorders across the translational continuum. . . I surely don’t need an award for something I enjoy so much – but this public acknowledgement of my contributions from my peers is humbling and very much appreciated.”

2010 COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

DEVELOPING SCHOLAR AWARD

Lee Saunders, PhD

Dr. Lee Saunders has made substantial contributions to the College of Health Professions since joining the faculty in 2008. She has an outstanding record of scholarship and research in both traumatic brain injury (TBI) and spinal cord injury (SCI).

Dr. Saunders has developed two studies as principal investigator (PI) that were fundamental to securing grant funding for five-years from the National Institute for Disability and Rehabilitation.
Research (NIDRR) of the United States Department of Education. Dr. Saunders is also PI on one of three studies that comprise the Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Secondary Conditions after SCI, a five-year grant from NIDRR with a total budget of just under $4M. Dr. Saunders has a total of 21 publications in refereed journals, including five as first author. She has also made 15 presentations at national conferences (24 total including co-authored presentations). These publications and presentations have contributed to the state-of-the-art understanding of TBI and SCI outcomes and have contributed to national and international recognition for the research team, College, and University.

Quote: “I am honored to have received the Developing Scholar Award from CHP. This award has continued to inspire me to strive for excellence in all aspects of my research.”

2010 MANUEL GARCIA PRIZE - INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LOGOPEDICS AND PHONIATRICS WORLD CONGRESS (IALP)

Bonnie Martin-Harris, PhD

Heather Bonilha, PhD

Drs. Bonnie-Martin Harris and Heather Bonilha are the recipients of the 2010 Manuel Garcia Prize at the Dysphagia Research Society Eighteenth Annual Meeting, International Association of Logopedics and Phoniatrics (IALP). In January 1966, the then Secretary, J. Perelló announced that the Sandoz firm of Basel in Switzerland would donate a prize of one thousand Swiss Francs, to be named after Manuel Garcia. The prize is awarded by the IALP Board for the best article in Folia Phoniatrica et Logopaedica, and is bestowed every three years. The paper submitted and awarded was:


2011 UTLEY AWARD AT CARDIOThorACIC RESEARCH AND EDUCATION FOUNDATION (CREF)

Alicia Sievert, MS

Ms. Alicia Sievert, Assistant Professor in the Division of Cardiovascular Perfusion, was the 2011 winner of the 12th Annual Utley Award presented at the 31st Annual Cardiothoracic Research and Education Foundation (CREF) Conference in Newport Beach, CA. The Utley Award is for the best abstract, with preference given to those in which a perfusionist is first author. Joe R. Utley, M.D. was the Founder and Director of the Cardiothoracic Research and Education Foundation (CREF). The abstract submitted and awarded was: Sievert, A. & Sistino J. Renal Benefits of Pulsatile Perfusion in Cardiac Surgery: A Meta-Analysis.
Service

2010 COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS SERVICE AWARD

Patty Coker-Bolt, PhD

Dr. Coker-Bolt gives tirelessly of herself to various organizations in the local area and abroad. She serves as the Board president for the Charleston Miracle League (CML) where she organizes fundraisers and events. She is known for volunteering every Saturday for the CML baseball games for children with disabilities during game season. Dr. Coker-Bolt serves as the President of the Board of Directors at Pattison’s Academy. In addition, Dr. Coker-Bolt provides medical care and training to local medical staff on medical mission trips to Uganda. She takes students from MUSC on these trips where she teaches them about mission work.

Dr. Coker-Bolt directs a summer camp for children with hemiplegic cerebral palsy called Camp Hand-to-Hands which provides constraint-induced movement therapy in an intensive manner. In recognition of her altruistic service, Dr. Coker-Bolt is the Community Service Finalist from the Charleston Regional Business Journal.

Quote: “I am very honored to be awarded the Service Award for 2011. I don’t think a person gets involved in service activities expecting or even having a desire to be recognized. Really, participation and working in the community is a reward in itself. You get more than you give in so many ways. The people you meet, the memories you make, just knowing that the time you spent really had an impact on the people you were called to serve.”

2011 PATTERSON FOUNDATION AWARD FOR COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERISM

Patty Coker-Bolt, PhD

The American Occupational Therapy Foundation Patterson Award, established in 2010, is for occupational therapists who demonstrate commitment, excellence and/or innovation in providing community-based volunteer services using occupational therapy skills. The award is co-sponsored by The Patterson Foundation of St. Paul, Minnesota. Dr. Coker-Bolt is the recipient of the 2011 Patterson Foundation Award for her dedication to developing and helping sustain community based programs for children with disabilities. She not only assists in growing essential community programs for adults and children with disabilities, but benefits future occupational therapy practitioners.

Volunteering can be an exciting, growing, enjoyable experience. It is truly gratifying to serve a cause, practice one’s ideals, work with people, solve problems, see benefits, and know one had a hand in them.

Harriet Naylor
The Department of Health Professions is home to six programs, each of which is dedicated to educating students for entry into the health care delivery system. These programs rank highly among their peers across the country and five of the six programs rank in the top 40 Best Jobs in America according to the CNN Money Report, assuring that graduates are well sought after by health care employers nationwide. Each program has a strong applicant pool and a steadily increasing class size. All programs are nationally accredited, have high pass rates on national boards and certification examinations, and are competitive among their peer benchmark institutions.

While each of these programs is unique, the Department as a whole is committed to inter-professionalism as a key ingredient for successful team work in the service delivery context. Consequently, all programs have worked diligently to create innovative opportunities for students to learn with, from, and about each other. Several examples are highlighted in this report and demonstrate the commitment of faculty and the eagerness of students to participate. As students develop these skills at early stages of their professional preparation, they are better equipped to utilize them in a variety of practice environments and serve as role models for their colleagues. Ultimately, it is the health care recipient who is the direct beneficiary of coordinated care and good team work, and the one for whom improvement in health outcomes is critical. Funded by the Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, the Caring Professional Program offers interprofessional teams of students the opportunity to develop caring attitudes and empathic behaviors that promote the delivery of caring and compassionate service. Led by an interprofessional team of faculty members, the Caring Professionals Program has generated curricular change and embedded key learning activities into several curricula.

DIVISION OF ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES
This division offers a Master of Science in Nurse Anesthesia degree and is committed to excellence in the use of educational technology in the preparation of nurse anesthetists; students develop and hone their clinical skills with simulated mannequins prior to rotations. All students received support through traineeships from the Advanced Nurse Training Grant funded by Health Resources Services Administration.

One of the highlights for the division this year was the success of the 24th Annual Continuing Education Conference in Charleston, SC. More than 200 certified nurse anesthetists were in attendance. Faculty have statewide and national prominence with Dr. Anthony Chipas, Division Director, serving as the President of the South Carolina Association of Nurse Anesthesia and the Editor of CRNA Today.

DIVISION OF CARDIOVASCULAR PERFUSION
This division offers a Bachelor of Science degree in Cardiovascular Perfusion (CVP) and takes pride in its innovation using technology for educating students, especially in its simulated operating room. The simulation lab allows students to supplement, practice and perfect their clinical skills prior to engagement with patients at MUSC and on clinical externships. Programming options in the technology allow the instructor to design individualized and nuanced settings which require students to quickly make sound decisions and respond to unexpected and changing conditions. Several CVP students have received prestigious, national awards this year and these are listed in the student accomplishments section.
Mr. Jeff Acsell, CVP faculty, led a very successful Update on Perfusion Devices Conference that attracted 100 perfusionists and 33 vendors to Charleston, SC for a continuing education experience. The purpose of this meeting was to describe and demonstrate new perfusion technology.

The first grant in perfusion simulation at MUSC was awarded in 2011 by the Thoracic Surgery Foundation for Research and Education Simulation in Thoracic Surgery Education (TSFRE). The title is “Multi-Disciplinary Simulation and Training in Cardiac Surgical Crisis Management.” The principal investigator is Dr. John S. Ikonomidis, Chief, Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery, and co-Investigators from CHP include Mr. Joe Sistino, Division Director, along with faculty members Mr. Adam Fernandez and Ms. Nicole Michaud.

DIVISION OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

This division offers a Master of Health Administration (MHA) degree for residential and executive students. The most significant accomplishment this year was success in the recent Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Management Education (CAHME) site visit. The degree program is noted for its integration of content through team-based project work and participation in interprofessional activities, in particular, students serving as business managers for the Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support (CARES) clinic.

This year’s highlight for the division was a visit by Mr. Quint Studer, Chief Executive Officer of the Studer Group. The Studer Group is an outcomes management company that focuses on evidence based leadership systems that help clients achieve outstanding results. He has more than 500 clients that include many large healthcare systems. Mr. Studer is the author of two well respected books, Hardwiring Excellence: Purpose, Worthwhile Work, Making a Difference and Results that Last: Hardwiring Behaviors that Will Take Your Company to the Top.

The Divisions of Health Administration and Policy and Healthcare Leadership helped host the 2011 Annual Meeting of the Association of University Programs in Health Administration in Charleston, SC and a significant number of MHA students volunteered to support the event. A panel of MHA faculty members, Drs. Abby Kazley, Thomas McKee and Karen Wager, along with student Ms. Hailey James, presented “Creative and Engaging Problem-Solving Activities for Teaching Health Administration Students” in which they demonstrated how the MHA division is truly at the forefront in developing the skills of future health administration professionals. Dr. James Zoller moderated the “Practitioner Panel: Leadership Requirements for Award-Winning Performance.”

DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

This division offers the Master of Science in Occupational Therapy degree and takes pride in its experiential based curriculum. As part of ongoing coursework, students are heavily engaged in the following activities: clinical and community based work throughout their course of study; actively participating with community agencies and providing activity programming for older adults in adult day care centers, assisted living and memory care centers; a summer camp for inner city youth at Cannon Street YMCA; hippotherapy (equine-assisted) programs for individuals with physical disabilities; dance camps for children with autism; and community

PASS RATES

on national board, certification and licensure examinations

100% Pass Rate
CARDIOVASCULAR PERFUSION
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
PHYSICAL THERAPY

96% Pass Rate
ANESTHESIA FOR NURSES

94% Pass Rate
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT

Pictured left to right: Dr. Thomas McKee, Ms. Naomi Sampson, Dr. Karen Wager, Mr. Quint Studer, Dr. Walter Jones, Dr. Abby Kazley, Mr. Michael Meacham
re-entry for individuals with traumatic brain injury. Two student research teams competed successfully at MUSC Student Research Day, placing first and second in the clinical/professional master’s category. Like many other divisions, students are active participants in interprofessional education, engaging in interprofessional elective courses, with many working to complete the MUSC Interprofessional Fellowship experience.

Several faculty members have active research projects across a broad spectrum of interests: Dr. Peter Bowman, ergonomics; Dr. Hazel Breland, chronic rheumatic conditions and health disparities; Dr. Patty Coker-Bolt, constraint-induced movement therapy and detection of atypical motor patterns in early infancy; Dr. Nancy Carson, sensory modulation in adults with mental illness; Dr. Maralynne Mitcham, interprofessional education; Drs. Coker-Bolt and Mitcham, caring and compassion.

Faculty members are engaged at the local and national levels contributing their expertise to a variety of community and professional organizations, in many cases working alongside students and providing pro bono services at Pattison’s Academy and the CARES Clinic to name two local examples.

DIVISION OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT STUDIES

This division offers the Master of Science degree in Physician Assistant Studies (PA) and focuses its educational experiences for students on rural health care. Students learn through educational technology and direct experience how to provide assistance to physicians in a variety of settings. A survey of previous classes demonstrated that 50% of our PA graduates are working in primary care, thus they are well positioned to help address the healthcare issues of our country.

The graduates of the PA program continue to excel in multiple measures. Beginning in 2009, the U.S. News and World Report ranked MUSC PA among the top 20% of all PA programs in the nation. The Class of 2010, as a group, achieved a mean score of 614 on the National Commission on Certification of Physician Assistants Exam (as compared to the national average of 555). Six (of 57) earned 800 on this test, which is the highest possible score.

The most significant accomplishment this year was the award of a $1.6 million, five-year grant from the Health Resources Services Administration (HRSA). In this grant cycle only nine grants of this type were awarded nationally and the CHP PA division received the largest. The grant, “Transitioning and Integrating Graduate Education in Rural Settings”, with Dr. Paul Jacques as principal investigator, focuses on four programmatic initiatives: expanding the current oral health curriculum to include oral health assessments and fluoride varnish application with pre-school children, incorporating a three week course to promote students’ transition from the classroom to the clinical phase of the program by learning and experiencing the complexities of how a rural healthcare facility functions, increasing the use of simulation technology within the curriculum, and continuing the highly successful PA academic fellowship which prepares physician assistants to make the transition from clinician to academician.

DIVISION OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

This division offers the Doctor of Physical Therapy degree and is committed to innovation and leadership in education with students and faculty making their mark at state and national levels. The educational program received 10 year accreditation status from the Commission on Accreditation of Physical Therapy Education and received very complementary feedback related to its students, facilities, faculty, clinical education processes, and support from the College and University administration.
Recognition for teaching excellence went to Dr. Jack Thomas who received two awards this year: the Dorothy Baethke and Eleanor Jane Carlin Award for Academic Excellence in Teaching from the American Physical Therapy Association and the College of Health Professions Anesthesia for Nurses Program Didactic Teacher of the Year award. Dr. Thomas is recognized for his skill and expertise in teaching anatomy.

The Division of Physical Therapy is strongly committed to interprofessional education and seven faculty members taught in university-wide interprofessional courses, two of whom served as instructors in multiple interprofessional courses. Several students in the program participated in the first efforts towards integration of interprofessional education and practice during the clinical practicums, and nine graduates completed the Interprofessional Fellowship. Dr. Holly Wise served as faculty for the university’s Presidential Scholars Program and three DPT students were Presidential Scholars.

Drs. Jesse Dean, Noelle Moreau, Mark Bowden, and Chris Gregory are involved with the College’s Center for Rehabilitation Research in Neurological Conditions, and two have joint appointments with the Ralph H. Johnson Veterans Administration Medical Center. Four students had peer-reviewed abstracts accepted and presented their research at national conferences. Dr. David Morrisette, Division Director, was invited to present in Aix Le Bains, France the results of an ongoing study on low back pain.

Dr. Sarah Kraft renewed her Board Certification in Neurological Physical Therapy (Neuro Rehab) and, along with Dr. Gretchen Seif, has been involved in developing an MUSC CARES clinic for physical therapy in the downtown area.

Several 2011 graduates are entering orthopaedic physical therapy residencies and one other graduate was accepted into the Brooks Rehabilitation Hospital Neurological Physical Therapy Residency, in Jacksonville, FL.

**Center for Rehabilitation Research in Neurological Conditions**

**GRAND OPENING**

An impressive accomplishment for the year was the Grand Opening of the Center for Rehabilitation Research in Neurological Conditions. Held on May 4th, 2011 and attended by more than one hundred people, it was a spectacular event that brought the new research capabilities of the College to the attention of the MUSC community. This event provided the opportunity to showcase three new fully equipped state of the art laboratories. There were remarks from MUSC President Dr. Ray Greenberg, MUSC Provost Dr. Mark Sothmann, CHP Interim Dean Dr. Lisa Saladin, Ralph H Johnson VA Medical Center Director Ms. Carolyn Adams, Center Director Dr. James Krause and Center Co-Director Dr. Steven Kautz, Force Protection and two of the Centers equipment architects, Aretech and Woodway were sponsors of this event.

The Center for Rehabilitation Research in Neurological Conditions has a comprehensive research agenda that spans work from the population level to the individual, with strengths in traumatic brain injury, spinal cord injury, and stroke rehabilitation research. There are key areas of focus within this Center. The first is Risk Assessment and Prevention of Adverse Outcomes lead by Dr. James Krause, Associate Dean for Research and Director of the Center and the second is Measurements and Treatments led by Dr. Steven Kautz, Chair of the Department of Health Sciences and Research and Co-Director of the Center.

**RISK ASSESSMENT AND PREVENTION OF ADVERSE OUTCOMES**

Dr. James Krause leads a research focus in a series of interrelated studies to identify psychological, behavioral and economic risk factors of secondary health conditions and mortality among those with neurologic injuries, emphasizing spinal cord injury and traumatic brain injury.

**Significant Accomplishment**

The research team has continued investigations of health outcomes and longevity after neurologic injury, including both spinal cord injury (SCI) and traumatic brain injury (TBI). This success is reflected in the ongoing grants, new collaborations, training, publications, presentations, and awards.
Grants

Currently, there are three active grants from the National Institute for Disability and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) of the Department of Education. These grants include:

- Center on Health Outcomes Research and Capacity Building for Underserved Populations with SCI and TBI (October 2008-September 2013),
- Rehabilitation Research and Training Center on Secondary Conditions in Individuals with SCI (October 2009-September 2014),
- Ambulation and Secondary Complications: Participants with Chronic SCI (October 2009-September 2012).

In addition, our research team is in the process of completing a large-scale study of secondary conditions and SCI funded by the National Institutes of Health.

Training

Members of the team have worked with two graduate assistants who are enrolled in the PhD in Health and Rehabilitation Science program and each has contributed to multiple manuscripts. Our team has also mentored three medical students, four undergraduate students, and two graduate students as part of summer training opportunities. This effort has led to two manuscripts with students as lead investigators that have been published in refereed journals and several other manuscripts that are currently under review.

Publications

Collectively the team has published 26 articles in refereed journals over the last year and has made 13 presentations at national and international conferences. As an indicator of the quality of this scholarship, the team received the 2011 National Association of Rehabilitation Research and Training Center’s award for the outstanding published article in the previous year. This was the second time Dr. Krause and his team received this award in the four years since its inception. All funded projects from NIDRR qualify (its annual budget exceeds $100 million) so the award is highly competitive. Additionally, at the annual meeting of the American Spinal Injury Association, one of the team’s platform presentations was awarded second best presentation of the conference.

MEASUREMENTS AND TREATMENTS

Dr. Steven Kautz leads a research team focusing on the assessment of movement dysfunction and impairments associated with neurologic conditions and the development of rehabilitation therapies intended to enhance motor functions and quality of life. Significant accomplishments for this line of research are in the Department of Health Sciences and Research section of this report.
Building Research Infrastructure

At the end of last academic year the Department of Health Sciences and Research had a newly recruited chair, Dr. Steven Kautz, three new assistant professors (Drs. Mark Bowden, Chris Gregory and Michelle Woodbury) and was beginning the process of integrating the new personnel. With the arrival of these four new investigators at the beginning of the 2010-2011 academic year, the Department began in earnest to work toward the College’s strategic goal of developing a nationally prominent research program in neurorehabilitation. The focus of this program includes a number of projects developing reliable measurements of motor dysfunction associated with neurological conditions and effective therapies targeted at improving movement, function and quality of life. An emerging theme of the work in this area is the development of theory-based measurement frameworks that facilitate clinical decision-making and allow therapists to better choose the appropriate intervention for each individual.

LABORATORIES

The research program housed within the Department is based on the concept of shared common core resources, and thus the first step was to build the laboratory infrastructure needed for the new investigators to establish their research programs.

Building three new laboratories proved to be a massive undertaking that would require nearly all of the academic year to complete. While the investigators had a vision of how they wanted the laboratories to function, there was a need for additional technological expertise to equip the laboratories with the necessary cutting edge technologies. Having established similar laboratories previously, Dr. Kautz knew it was crucial to find the right engineer to lead the development. The Department needed someone who could work equally well with both hardware and software – hardware to equip the laboratories and software that would need to be developed to establish all of the data processing pipelines and data analysis routines. Dr. Cameron Nott had all the skills and expertise we required. He received his PhD in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Florida while working with Dr. Kautz. In November 2010, he was hired as an Assistant Professor in the Department of Health Sciences and Research.

Researchers from the College of Health Professions now have some of the most advanced rehabilitation research capabilities in the country available to them in the three new laboratories: the Locomotion Energetics and Assessment Laboratory, the Locomotor Rehabilitation Laboratory and the Upper Extremity Motor Function Laboratory.

Locomotion Energetics and Assessment Laboratory

The Locomotion Energetics and Assessment Laboratory (developed by Drs. Steven Kautz, Cameron Nott, and Jesse Dean) can evaluate neurologically impaired subjects during walking in a safe environment by taking complex and accurate measurements. These measurements will provide insight into the control mechanism

Dr. Aaron Embry demonstrates ZeroG mobile body weight support system
of persons with stroke and spinal cord injury and will then be related to clinically practical measurements that do not require high cost equipment. The laboratory also provides novel post processing capabilities to accommodate diverse application of the data to various studies. Cutting edge instrumentation in this 1379 square foot lab includes: a 12 camera motion capture system (PhaseSpace, Inc.); Instrumented Split Belt Treadmill (Bertec, Inc.) with incline; custom-made system for balance perturbation during treadmill walking; 16 channel EMG system; metabolic cart with integrated 12-lead ECG for measurement of physiologic performance; and a variety of other specialized instrumented measurement equipment.

**Locomotor Rehabilitation Laboratory**

The Locomotor Rehabilitation Laboratory (developed by Drs. Chris Gregory and Mark Bowden) is designed to offer a full range of locomotor interventions for those with impaired walking secondary to neurologic injury. The overall goal is to understand and improve clinical decision-making relative to locomotor interventions. This 808 square foot laboratory houses a ZeroG mobile body weight support system (only the 6th one installed nationally) designed to create a permissive environment for retraining walking ability over a treadmill (customized Woodway split-belt treadmill with integrated therapist seating) and also over level ground, environmental obstacles, up a set of several steps, or even on exercise equipment such as a Precor elliptical trainer. Additional equipment include a Shuttle System lower extremity exercise machine for training cardiovascular endurance as well as lower extremity strength and power; step activity monitors; accelerometric, gyroscopic and inertial sensor systems; and Gaitrite Platinum instrumented walkway for spatiotemporal measurements and M2 system for spatiotemporal measurement of mobility tasks other than straight line walking.

**Upper Extremity Motor Function Laboratory**

The Upper Extremity Motor Function Laboratory (developed by Dr. Michelle Woodbury) aims at developing, refining and implementing cutting edge, theoretically grounded, rehabilitation interventions to improve functional upper extremity motor recovery after neurologic injury or disease. This 762 square foot lab includes one room for neuromechanical assessment and two separate rooms for treatment. It is equipped with an 8 camera 3-D Motion Capture System (PhaseSpace, Inc.), a 16 Channel EMG System, two AMTI force plates for assessment of ground reaction forces during standing reach, ActiGraph Upper Extremity Activity Accelerometers, and Advanced Statistical Analysis Software Programs to perform Item Response Theory and Structural Equation Modeling.

A final accomplishment related to the laboratories was the approval by the Department of Veteran Affairs for the research space of the CHP Research Building to be designated as official Veterans Administration (VA) space in a memorandum of understanding between MUSC, the local Ralph H. Johnson VA Medical Center, and Department of Veteran Affairs Central Research Office. This is a very important designation as it allows VA funded research to be performed in the laboratories and the VA is the second highest funder of rehabilitation research nationally. Five departmental faculty members have joint appointments with the VA and in the current year they held VA research awards totaling nearly $600,000. In addition, CHP investigators submitted new applications to the VA totaling nearly $7.3 million dollars in the current year. As NIH research funding continues to come under pressure from economic conditions, the Department and College have made a strategic decision to grow the VA research presence as a means to strengthening the research program.
Building Partnerships and Collaborations

Another of the major goals for the department in this academic year was to build research collaborations and partnerships across campus and beyond. We were very successful in developing new relationships with the MUSC Stroke Center of Excellence, the MUSC-Clemson Bioengineering program, the Center for Advanced Imaging Research and the South Carolina Clinical & Translational Research Institute. These are all in addition to the above-mentioned VA rehabilitation research partnership.

Primary Stroke Center of Excellence

The departmental research program has a very close collaboration with the JCAHO-certified Primary Stroke Center of Excellence directed by Robert Adams, MD, which is part of a large stroke and cerebrovascular disease program at MUSC. The neurorehabilitation research program and the Stroke Center of Excellence work together to facilitate recruitment of subjects; provide medical consultation for rehabilitation researchers; build databases containing behavioral, neuromechanical, neurological and outcomes information; and to perform innovative stroke rehabilitation research projects. Over the past year we have partnered to organize an MUSC-wide retreat for neurorehabilitation research in the fall, to coordinate the state-wide SCTR sponsored scientific retreat “Regeneration, Recovery, Rehabilitation, and Return of Function in Persons with Neurological Disease/Injury,” and to establish a bi-weekly stroke rehabilitation research interest group meeting. One of the exciting new elements of the collaboration is the recruitment by the Stroke Center of Dr. Wuwei Feng, a stroke neurologist who will perform his stroke rehabilitation research in the Department of Health Sciences and Research’s laboratories.

MUSC-Clemson Bioengineering program

The departmental research program has built collaborations with the MUSC-Clemson Bioengineering program.

Dr. Kautz received an adjunct appoint as a professor in the Clemson University Department of Bioengineering and went to Clemson University in the fall to give the Page Morton Hunter Distinguished Lecture in the Department of Bioengineering. Also, Dr. Michelle Woodbury has established a collaborative relationship with Dr. Larry Hodges of Clemson University to apply his group’s expertise in virtual reality to post-stroke rehabilitation of the upper extremity. It is expected that within the next year PhD students in Bioengineering will become involved in research in the Departmental laboratories.

Center for Advanced Imaging Research (CAIR)

In addition, the departmental research program has built collaborations with the Center for Advanced Imaging Research (CAIR), which serves as a hub for generating and refining imaging studies, facilitating access to imaging machines, and assisting with image data analysis. Drs. Heather Bonilha and Chris Gregory have been leaders in the collaboration with CAIR and assisting other Departmental investigators to gain access to the cutting edge neuroimaging techniques available through CAIR.

South Carolina Clinical and Translational Research Institute (SCTR)

Further, the departmental research program was successful in increasing its interactions with the South Carolina Clinical and Translational Research Institute (SCTR), which is the large institutional NIH grant that supports translational research in the state of South Carolina and is headquartered at MUSC. Dr. Heather Bonilha was exceptionally successful in being awarded two SCTR grants this year— a pilot grant and a career development award. Dr. Kautz was selected to serve as key personnel on the SCTR grant in the role of Director of the Novel Methodologies program.

Overall, the department has had great success.
in reaching out to the greater MUSC community for partnerships. Other examples include Dr. Mark George, University Distinguished Professor of Psychiatry and the Director of the Brain Stimulation Laboratory, collaborating with Drs. Mark Bowden and Steven Kautz on two grant submissions, the participation of Dr. Kautz on a Department of Clinical Neurosciences search committee for a basic scientist to do translational stroke rehabilitation research, and the collaboration of Dr. Chris Gregory on translational research project submissions with the basic science laboratory of Dr. Naren Banik.

Grants

For a year of transition with little ability to collect pilot data in several laboratories, it was a very successful year with grant submissions. Departmental faculty submitted 25 applications totaling $16.8 million. As mentioned above, Dr. Heather Bonilha received two awards from SCTR totaling $145,000. Drs. Mark Bowden and Chris Gregory each received $150,000 awards from the South Carolina Spinal Cord Injury Research Fund. Drs. Michelle Woodbury and Chris Gregory each received one year extensions of their VA Career Development awards for a total of nearly $250,000. Dr. Steven Kautz received a one year renewal of an NIH R01 for $375,000. Dr. Kit Simpson received a new $42,000 corporate grant, along with amendments to ongoing projects totaling $172,000. Also, Dr. Chris Gregory was awarded an American Heart Association grant for just over $150,000.

Academic Programs

DHA IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND LEADERSHIP

The Doctorate of Health Administration & Leadership (DHA)—Executive program was established in 1996. This year the DHA-Executive program admitted 10 students into Cohort 11 and four students successfully completed their doctoral dissertation defense. Titles of the dissertations are listed in the student accomplishments section.

With the proven success of the program, the College implemented two new tracks, DHA-Interprofessional Studies and DHA-Information Systems and Leadership. Both tracks have been approved by the Medical University Board of Trustees.

The inaugural class of the DHA-Interprofessional Studies track began their studies fall 2010 semester. This program is intended for healthcare clinical practitioners who desire an advanced degree in administration. The curriculum of the program includes topics such as leadership, strategy, policy, evidence-based decision-making, and interprofessional studies with the goal of improving patient quality of care and safety. Graduates of the program are expected to teach or lead quality improvement initiatives in healthcare delivery systems.

The DHA-Information Systems and Leadership track recruitment was opened for fall 2011 admission. Students in this new track are practicing information systems specialists who either are in, or who seek to be in, positions that can influence adoption of the Institute of Medicine’s vision to promote the delivery of patient-centered care. The central themes of the curriculum are information systems practice; and building on the domains of change, leadership and health informatics.

PHD IN HEALTH AND REHABILITATION SCIENCE

The PhD in Health and Rehabilitation Science program was established in the 2009. This year the program admitted seven students from a variety of backgrounds who will become translational researchers of the future. The mandate for translational research teams is ever growing as we discover it requires persons with different skill sets working together to answer the most pressing health and rehabilitation questions. This program is a critical aspect of College of Health Professions’ research initiative and its strategic vision to achieve national distinction.

The 2010-2011 first and second year PhD students’ motivation and efforts clearly shows by their distinguished and numerous accomplishments. This year, the students have published nine articles, have had five more articles accepted for publication, and currently have 16 papers in review. They have also participated in 20 research presentations. Four of the PhD Students received research funding to advance their scientific goals. Beyond research, the PhD students have served as educators and contributors to health care policy. The student accomplishments section highlights some of these achievements, which demonstrate a bright future for these exceptional students.
College of Health Professions Public Advisory Board

Led by the Chairman, Mr. Samuel Steinberg, the fourteen members of the Public Advisory Board engaged in discussions about its purpose, structure, and areas of need. These discussions resulted in a revision of the Bylaws. The revised purpose of the Board and a description of the three new committees are included below.

The purpose of the Board is to act in an advisory capacity to the College of Health Professions of the Medical University of South Carolina in areas including, but not limited to, strategic planning, public relations, government advocacy, fundraising, development of corporate partnerships and entrepreneurial activities, and resource management. The Board shall also be available upon request of the College of Health Professions and/or the Medical University of South Carolina to undertake associated activities.

Standing committees shall be formed in the areas of Public Relations and Government Advocacy, Philanthropy, and Academic Advisory.

The Public Relations and Government Advocacy Committee will recommend and counsel the College in the development of information presented through print, broadcast, and electronic media, to foster statewide support for the College and will participate in the development of opportunities for public awareness for the College and its programs throughout the state.

The Philanthropy Committee will take an active role in the planning, execution, and evaluation of key fundraising/development programs for the College, working to secure private sector funding for academic centers, endowed chairs, programs, capital needs, scholarships and other initiatives.

The Academic Advisory Committee shall advise the Dean and the College on issues that affect the academic mission (education, research, and clinical service) of the College of Health Professions. The committee will provide an external perspective and advice to the College on issues including but not limited to; new program development, student recruitment and retention, achieving benchmarks, employer satisfaction, student and faculty diversity, graduate job placement, and recruitment of clinical sites/internships/fellowships.

MEMBERS

Portraits from left to right: Mr. Samuel Steinberg - Chair, Mr. Rhett Dunaway - Vice Chair, Dr. Tray Dunaway, Ms. Anne DuRant, Mr. Boyd Gainey, Dr. David Garr, Dr. Brian Poplin, Dr. Mark Rutledge and Dr. Richard Toomey. Not pictured: Ms. Karen DeMarco, Mr. John Jordan Sr., Ms. Sandra Poulnot, and Dr. Larry Winn.
College of Health Professions Alumni Board

The overall mission of the growing CHP Alumni Board is to promote and continue the bond of good fellowship among alumni, faculty, staff, and students. The Board also strives to provide members opportunities for involvement in the progress and growth of the College and the University. This year the Board spent significant time studying an alumni survey emailed to all CHP alumni. From the results of this survey, the Board has taken an interest in the communication initiatives of the College beginning with critiquing the College's e-newsletter.

Meet the Alumni Board:

Portraits above from left to right: Ms. Anne DuRant (President) - MHA ’01, Mr. Don Lundy (Immediate Past President) - BHS ’97, Ms. Jeannie Grooms (Secretary/Treasurer) - MUSC Executive Director of Alumni Affairs, Ms. Adriene Williams - BS in Health Information Administration ’83, Ms. Alice Edwards - MHA ’07, Ms. Alicia Sievert - CVP ’02, Mr. Bruce Cross - MHA ’00, Mr. Casey Liddy - MHA ’02 and Ms. Christine Beckett Ramsey - OT ’05

Portraits above from left to right: Ms. Cindy Hipps - Radiation Therapy ’88, Ms. Courtney O’Neill - MHA ’07, Ms. Helen Seubert Fortner - Dental Hygiene ’83, Ms. Janelle Hicks - MHSA ’87, Dr. Janet Craig - DHA ’02, Ms. Jeanne R. Martin - PA ’96, Ms. Judi Bucknam - BHS ’07, Mr. Kevin Briggs - Cytotechnology ’00 and Ms. Lisa P. Montgomery - MHSA ’93

Portraits above from left to right: Ms. Nina Epps - MHPE ’99, Ms. Patricia M. Houser - Cytology and Biosciences ’81, Ms. Rebecca Derrick Campbell - OT ’07, Ms. Sara Tavares - PT ’03, Dr. Sarah King - DHA ’07, Mr. Sean Irvin - PA ’01 and Ms. Susan Tucker - BHS ’95

Yearly Employee Support (YES) Campaign

The YES Campaign is MUSC’s annual internet fundraising drive. It gives employees an opportunity to make a charitable gift to any fund within the MUSC Foundation. The money raised through the YES Campaign directly supports the University and its programs, departments, scholarships, research projects, clinics, building renovations and more. Since its inception in 1985, employees have generously given more than $6 million to support the University’s effort to save lives, conquer illness and end human suffering. This year, MUSC employees once again showed their overwhelming generosity and donated more than $346,000 in our 2011 YES Campaign, exceeding our goal of $300,000. Appreciation is expressed to all our employees for their generosity. To capitalize on this opportunity, kudos go out to the College of Health Professions’ employees who have participated in the YES Campaign for more than 10 consecutive years!
New Endowed Scholarship

In January 2011, Ms. Mary Carpenter paid a heartfelt tribute to her husband by naming the Ernest W Carpenter, M.D. Endowed Scholarship for Physician Assistant Studies in his memory. Dr. Carpenter, a MUSC College of Medicine class of ‘62 alumnus, dedicated his life to the care of his patients, most of whom lived in northwest Michigan. Ms. Carpenter felt strongly that his legacy reflects his commitment to quality primary care for all, especially those in rural areas. As these populations are served more by Physician Assistants, Ms. Carpenter chose to have the scholarship benefit the College’s Physician Assistant Studies program and its students. The Ernest W Carpenter, M.D. Endowed Scholarship is the second endowed scholarship benefitting the Division.

Planned Gift Designated for Health Administration and Policy

Dr. Brian Poplin, DHA alumnus, established the Poplin Leadership Development Fund in the spring of 2011. His hope in establishing this endowed fund is to provide sustained support for the Master in Health Administration and Doctorate in Health Administration program. The College thanks Dr. Poplin for his generous gift.

Tribute to D. Glen Askins

By Wally Pregnall with adaptation

When Glen Askins, M.D. passed away on May 2, 2011, the obituaries that followed were appropriately extensive, noting the many achievements and honors of a lifetime spanning 76 years.

For the MUSC community and beyond, it is the qualities known to those closest to Askins, College of Health Professions professor and clinical services department chair, that make his legacy and his loss all the more profound. Colleagues repeated certain words to describe Askins: thoughtful, insightful, steady, low-key, unflappable, caring, empathetic, humble, endearing and intellectually curious are among the most common.

Not one to hesitate expressing what he thought, Askins was often direct, a quality sometimes misunderstood until it was evident that his motivation was simply the desire for the best for the patients, students, colleagues and institutions he served. As Mr. Arnie Metz, assistant professor in the Physician Assistant Studies Program recalled, “At first, when we were trying to get the PA Program off the ground, I thought of him as a gruff, smoking doctor. As our relationship developed, we both opened up and I saw the kind, thoughtful man behind the deep Southern drawl.”

The qualities which endeared Askins to colleagues, students and patients transcended formal relationships and resulted in deep, lasting friendships. Dr. Becki Trickey, former Interim Executive Dean, described Askins as a “southern gentleman and a true friend.” She shared a quote of George Washington that depicted her relationship with Askins, “True friendship is a plant of slow growth, and must undergo and withstand the shocks of adversity before it is entitled to the appellation.”

For innumerable reasons, both personal and professional, Askins will be missed by the MUSC community. As shared by Dr. Lisa Saladin, Interim Dean, “Askins was a gifted clinician and outstanding educator whose impact on the physician assistant profession in South Carolina is immeasurable. He will be truly missed as a friend and colleague.” His legacy will live on not only through his achievements and the many students he sent forth to practice, but through the manner in which he lived life.
FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

The College ended this fiscal year with a positive operating margin despite the considerable decreases in revenue the College faced. State appropriations were yet again reduced, as they have been over the last several years, now totaling only 12% of total College annual revenue. Revenue from tuition and fees also declined in FY2011. Despite these financial hurdles, the College maintained a commitment to the implementation of its strategic plan and continued to invest strategically in the area of research.

Building enhancements, renovations, and key hires have facilitated tremendous growth in research. In FY2011 research awards reached nearly $6.1M up from $3.7M in FY2010. This is an unprecedented accomplishment for the College. The investments that were made possible through the financial stability of the College played an integral role in this significant growth.

The College continues to monitor and analyze our financial status through the utilization of many analytical tools. One of these tools has been our forecasting model, PFM, Future Perfect. This model allows the College to project future results using past performance trends for project planning. We are very excited about this strategic planning tool and the financial advantage and efficiency it will bring to our College.

Challenging economic times and the reduction in revenue for FY2011 have not prevented the College from continuing to grow and prosper. The finance team continuously analyzes the direct effect and financial impact potential decisions will have on the bottom line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Health Professions Statement of Personnel &amp; Operations</th>
<th>YTD as of June 30, 2011</th>
<th>Combined MUSC &amp; UMA FY11 BUDGET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Revenue</td>
<td>$ 16,675,713</td>
<td>$ (225,498)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expenditures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Personnel</td>
<td>$ 11,953,621</td>
<td>$ (434,570)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating</td>
<td>$ 3,291,604</td>
<td>$ 1,463,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Expenditures</td>
<td>$ 15,245,225</td>
<td>$ 1,029,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Other Additions (Deductions)</td>
<td>$ (817,050)</td>
<td>$ 1,036,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue Over/(Under) Expenditures</td>
<td>$ 613,437</td>
<td>$ (218,207)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The College of Health Professions has established a reward and recognition program to acknowledge staff who continuously go beyond their respective roles. Congratulations to all the recipients who have been recognized throughout the year. In addition to monthly awards, the College of Health Professions has recognized a 2010 Staff Annual Legend and eight quarterly champions.

2010 Staff Annual Legend

Mr. Gary Melancon received the Staff Annual Legend award for his service as the College’s Audio Visual Production Manager. Those who nominated him described him as “always enthusiastic, prompt, polite and responsive in addressing technology issues in the classroom. He encourages faculty to experiment with new technology and has implemented some creative ways to equip faculty with the tools needed to use the technology available. Mr. Melancon is very enthusiastic about educational technology and is approachable and happy to help others. He certainly goes above and beyond the call of duty, and is very deserving of recognition for his service.”

Employees of the Quarter July 2010 – June 2011

Ms. Paula Butler (Finance and Administration, 4th Qtr 2010) received the 4th quarter award for her dedication to her position as a Business Administrator for the Dean’s Office as well as being the “ultimate team player.” As we have moved to a Shared Services model in the College, her dedication to the Finance & Administration team and to the College as a whole has been instrumental in its success. Her ability to streamline processes and reduce duplication in financial reporting has led to better forecasting for the College and will be the key in guiding the financial decisions of the College moving forward, especially during these challenging financial times in higher education.

She also received the 3rd quarter award in 2011 for her continued efforts in revising the financial reporting system, especially as it pertains to research financials. Ms. Butler was noted again for her willingness to go above and beyond to assist co-workers no matter what time of day or night. Nominees praised her ability to treat others with respect and make others feel that MUSC and the College of Health Professions is truly a great place to work. She is a wonderful representative for the College of Health Professions and MUSC.

Mr. Jim Moore (Information Technology, 4th Qtr 2010) received nominations for the 4th quarter for his efficiency and productivity in the face of sweeping information technology changes. He successfully led the transition of the College from Dell to the Mac workstation which was a huge undertaking for the College as a whole. This can be directly attributed to his
dedication to providing exceptional customer service and being extremely responsive to both faculty and staff requests during this time. The transition could not have happened so smoothly without Mr. Moore's leadership and willingness to go above and beyond.

Ms. Ann Brown (Student Services, 1st Qtr 2011) received her quarterly award for her commitment to the College and for her exceptional customer service that she provides to students, as well as faculty, within the three programs she oversees. The three programs include Anesthesia for Nurses (AFN), Masters in Health Administration (MHA), and Masters in Research Administration (MRA). Ms. Brown was also noted for her caring attitude towards students and her ability to make them feel welcome from their initial date of application to the day they first arrive on campus as a first-year student. She is always ready to respond in a timely fashion and is an excellent representative for the College.

Ms. Debra Frasier (Finance and Administration, 1st Qtr 2011) was recognized for her dedication to the new Department of Health Sciences & Research (HS&R) as well as her oversight of the renovation of the CHP research building classroom. She was noted for her ability to handle multiple tasks as well as provide seamless support during a time of great change within both the CHP research building and HS&R. Due to her great relationships with procurement and other MUSC service areas, she was able to ensure the project stayed on time and was ready for student and faculty use in the fall of 2010.

Ms. Kelly Long (Student Services, 2nd Qtr 2011) was nominated for the second quarterly award and the nominations highlighted Ms. Long's continued devotion to the Physician Assistant Studies program at MUSC. She was noted not only for her enthusiasm and willingness to go the extra mile no matter the circumstances, but also for her caring attitude towards students and faculty alike. Her ability to keep the program running smoothly for them at all times was also a big key to her win!

Ms. Terri Bozzelli (Administrative Support, 2nd Qtr 2011 - Photo unavailable) received nominations for the superior work and administrative support she provided for the Division of Physical Therapy’s (PT) accreditation report. Nominees noted her exceptional work ethic, including working overtime on nights and weekends, to ensure the PT report for accreditation was well prepared. In addition to the heavy workload that the report required, Ms. Bozzelli continued to provide outstanding administrative support to the Occupational Therapy & Physical Therapy divisions during this time.

Ms. Melissa Freeland (Student Services, 3rd Qtr 2011) was nominated for her superior work in developing a database for the tracking of student achievements which has been enthusiastically received by both faculty and students. This database will allow for quicker retrieval of information for student awards as well as for items such as the annual report. Ms. Freeland was noted for not only creating the database but also for presenting, refining and training students on its use. In addition, she was also recognized for her enthusiastic attitude and willingness to help whenever needed.

2010 Team of the Year

FINANCE TEAM

Although the work of the Finance Team is mostly behind the scenes, it is critical to the success of the College. This team earned recognition for significant accomplishments while covering vacant positions during a time of restructuring. The members were able to refine and improve the financial statements; close out and open over 200 new cost centers for associated revenues and expenses; address changes related to facilities, operation and administrative policies; build and implement the PFM Future Perfect forecasting model; and manage the daily financial operations activities. We are fortunate to have a team of individuals who works well together and provides outstanding results in service.
Student Service Accomplishments

LOCAL COMMUNITY

The Student Health Professionals United in Recognizing Diversity (SHPURD) is a student organization within the College whose purpose is to increase awareness of and appreciation for diversity, and to provide service to underserved communities in the Charleston area. Through SHPURD’s fundraising activities this year, over $400 was donated to the Charleston Miracle League.

Through a College-wide initiative involving students from all programs, over $15,000 was raised and donated to the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) Society.

Other examples of organizations that benefited from CHP Students volunteering and/or fundraising events:
A.W.E. (Achieving Wheelchair Equality)  •  Camp Happy Days  •  Charleston Miracle League  •  Florence Crittenton  •  March of Dimes  •  Mission trips to Uganda and South Africa  •  Relay for Life  •  Ronald McDonald House  •  Special Olympics  •  Water Mission Works

GLOBAL COMMUNITY

Students from the Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, and Physician Assistant Studies programs, along with Assistant Professor Patty Coker-Bolt, participated in a mission trip organized by Palmetto Medical Initiative to Masindi, Uganda May 2011. The two-week experience required students to be creative in the care they provided and it gave them an opportunity to experience the challenges and rewards of working within a different culture. Students worked closely with other health professions to provide much needed services to the people of Masindi. There were approximately 1500 patients seen and treated through local clinics and orphanages in Uganda.

College of Health Professions’ students were part of an interprofessional medical team of 105 students and preceptors from MUSC Colleges of Medicine, Nursing, and Health Professions

Awards and Activities

The College of Health Professions students have numerous accomplishments on the national, University and College levels to include awards, presentations, scholarships, and members of distinguished organizations.

NATIONAL HONORS

National Alpha Eta Honor Society
Among the graduating class of 2011, 61 students were inducted into the National Alpha Eta Honor Society for their academic achievements. Alpha Eta is a prestigious national scholastic honor society that is exclusively devoted to the allied health professions. Recipients of this honor are individuals who are devoted to the
promotion and recognition of scholarship, leadership and health services.

2011 National Clinician Administrator Relationship Improvement Organization

A team representing MUSC, with significant contributions from CHP participants, recently won 2nd place and a $5,000 scholarship in the finals of the Interprofessional Team Case Competition of the 2011 National Clinician Administrator Relationship Improvement Organization (CLARION) Competition, held in Minneapolis, MN on April 15-16, 2011.

CLARION is a student-driven, faculty-supported program created in 2000 at the University of Minnesota that supports interprofessional experiences among its health profession students. The competition is designed to promote the values of teamwork, leadership, organization and good communication skills as keys to building effective health care teams for the future, and derives its origins from the emphasis placed on interprofessional education in healthcare disciplines.

3rd Annual National Predoctoral Clinical Research Training Program Meeting. Southeastern Pre-doctorial Clinical and Translational Research (SPCTR) TL1 Training Award | St. Louis, MO

Ms. April Taylor - PhD in Health and Rehabilitation Science Program 2010 recipient

Mr. Victor Fresco - PhD in Health and Rehabilitation Science Program 2010 and 2011 recipient

The SCTR Southeastern Predoctoral Clinical and Translational Research Training Program is designed to increase the number of well-trained clinical researchers who will assume leadership roles in the design, conduct, and oversight of future multidisciplinary clinical investigations critical to the mission of National Institute of Health (NIH). The program is designed for PhD candidates with strong interest in clinical and translational research careers. The training program will provide early exposure and appropriate training in clinical research methodology, the application of cutting edge technology to clinical research, and address pipeline issues by stimulating interest from doctoral students in health and disease related disciplines.

32nd Annual Seminar of the American Academy of Cardiovascular Perfusion | Reno, Nevada

Ms. Jessica Bui - Cardiovascular Perfusion Program Presentation topic: Burnout in the Perfusion Profession

2011 Eighteenth Annual Wisconsin Perfusion Society Meeting | Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin

Mr. Trevelyn Rowell - Cardiovascular Perfusion Program Presentation topic: Tubing Fatigue

2011 Florida Perfusion Society Case Competition: Deborah Ann Pacheco Memorial Scholarship | Tampa, Florida

Ms. Andrea “Dafne” Chianella - Cardiovascular Perfusion Program Presentation topic: Heart Failure Due to Viral Cardiomyopathy

2010 National Association of Health Services Executives (NAHSE) 25th Annual Educational Conference | Memphis, Tennessee

First year MHA students, Mr. James Tolley, Ms. Michelle Somers and Ms. Jenny Chen participated in the 15th Annual Everett V. Fox Student Case Competition held in Memphis, TN in October 2010, during the National Association of Health Services Executives (NAHSE) 25th Annual Educational Conference. NAHSE is a nonprofit association of black health care executives founded in 1968 for the purpose of promoting the advancement and development of black health care leaders and elevating the quality of health care services rendered to minority and underserved communities.
2011 National Association of Health Services Executives (NAHSE) case competition at the University of Alabama – Birmingham  Birmingham, AL

MHA Students from the Class of 2011, Ms. Maggie Herbert, Ms. Carolyn Lindsborg, and Mr. Andy Sobczyk represented MUSC at the National Association of Health Services Executives (NAHSE) case competition at the University of Alabama – Birmingham. The competition utilizes the case study methodology of teaching to provide graduate students with an educational experience that enhances their problem analysis and presentation skills while further exposing them to real-life health services administration issues. It was the first time that MUSC participated in the prestigious competition. The students are shown here with Mr. Quint Studer, a supporter of the case competition and a guest lecturer in the MHA program at MUSC this past year.

State Honor

COMMUNITY AID, RELIEF, EDUCATION AND SUPPORT CLINIC (CARES)

The outstanding community service offered by Dr. Wanda Gonsalves, College of Health Professions’ Medical Director for the Physician Assistant Program, and the students who operate the Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES), has garnered recognition at the highest level of state government. In May, Dr. Gonsalves was presented with the 2011 South Carolina Governor’s Volunteer Award by Governor Nikki Haley and the South Carolina Association for Volunteer Administration in a ceremony at the South Carolina State House. Accepting the award with her were thirteen present and past student board members who have helped organize and operate the clinic.

In addition to healthcare benefits to the community, for the College of Health Professions the CARES clinic represents a popular opportunity for CHP physical therapy and physician assistant studies students to gain real world experience in a clinical setting. One of the key factors in the clinic’s popularity among students is that it is not only student-operated, but to a large degree also student organized. This, says Dr. Gonsalves, is by design.

Because of being fully invested in the clinic’s operation, students learn decision-making skills, leadership, cost-effective care, and ways to effectively communicate with their colleagues - all in the pursuit of making the clinic work to the benefit of its patients. This student-centered model allows for continuous quality improvement through ongoing discussions of how procedures can be refined to maximize available resources. Students from the College’s Master in Health Administration Program often assume leadership roles in managing the overall operations of the clinic. Patients in the CARES setting present with a wide variety of symptoms, many of which are masked by other conditions or lack of previous healthcare, making a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach a necessity.
Students find this learning experience as rewarding as it is challenging, as evidenced by the number of students who volunteer to serve even after they have met their class requirements.

The success of the CARES clinic lies in its ability to serve the needs of the medically underserved while simultaneously helping students gain experience in an interdisciplinary, real world setting. Having been recognized for its success in the Charleston community and on the MUSC campus, the program has now rightfully earned wider recognition as a model of community service and education worthy of being emulated.

University Honors

**PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS**

The MUSC Presidential Scholars Program is the University’s premiere interprofessional program for students. It was originated by Dr. Raymond Greenberg when he was the University Provost as a mechanism to enrich the academic culture of the University and promote greater interprofessional understanding among health professional students. The scholars, representing all colleges, are selected for their two-semester experience through a competitive application process. They are joined by selected faculty scholars representative of each college. This co-curricular program allows students to bring an interprofessional perspective to the study of complex social, political, and human issues of broad interest to health care professionals and biomedical researchers. Students learn more about the complex issues involved in health and health care delivery through interactive didactic sessions and the design and implementation of community projects.

**INTERPROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FELLOWSHIP**

The purpose of the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) Interprofessional Education Fellowship is to encourage interprofessional engagement among students and faculty. The program seeks to foster a new generation of graduates who are capable of demonstrating interprofessional competencies that go beyond those developed within individual academic programs. Further, the fellowship strives to enrich collaborative learning experiences for MUSC students and promote a new level of professional development and leadership so that graduates will function as effective collaborators when they move into interprofessional healthcare delivery or research contexts.

**College of Health Professions Presidential Scholars**

- Ms. Rachel Binder  
  Physical Therapy
- Ms. Bethany Clark  
  Physical Therapy
- Ms. Elizabeth Douglas  
  Physician Assistant Studies
- Ms. Laura Fitzgerald  
  Physical Therapy
- Ms. Hailey James  
  Health Administration
- Ms. Deepthi Meruva  
  Health Administration
- Ms. Kathryn Roberts  
  Health Administration
- Mr. Erik Sederstrom  
  Health Administration

**Physical Therapy Program**

- Ms. Kristen Merritt
- Ms. Sarah Hite
- Ms. Hannah Foster
- Ms. Rachel Smalley
- Ms. Andrea Grunberger
- Ms. Sarah Goncalves
- Ms. Addie Lynch
- Ms. Meghan Valipour
- Ms. Tara Ward

**Health Administration Program**

- Ms. Amanda Cooper
- Ms. Roxana Popa

**Physician Assistant Studies Program**

- Mr. Christopher Egan
- Mr. Mason Hicks
- Mr. Zachary Sutton
MUSC Student Leadership Society

**Mr. Theodius Oates** - Physical Therapy Program

**Mr. John ‘Jay’ Wagner** - Master in Health Administration Program

The MUSC Student Leadership Society was established in 2007-08 to recognize students who have made notable contributions to the University through their character, service and commitment to enhancing the University environment.

**Provost Award**

**Ms. Kelly Anderson** – Occupational Therapy Program

**Mr. Steven Alvarez** – Physical Therapy Program

In 2004, MUSC administration established the Provost’s Scholarship Awards to recognize two students from each college for their excellence in academic achievement, leadership skills and dedication to community service.

**Earl B. Higgins Award**

**Mr. Hyman Fowler** – Physician Assistant Studies Program

Established to honor a former director of minority affairs, the award acknowledges persistence and dedication to positive contributions to diversity enhancement with the Medical University of South Carolina.

**Student Government Association “Member of the Year”**

**Mr. John ‘Jay’ Wagner** - Master in Health Administration Program

Jay Wagner was selected “Member of the Year” by his peers university-wide for his outstanding dedication and service to Student Government Association throughout the year. This is a wonderful honor for an individual who is a model leader.

**Exchange Club of Charleston**

**Mr. James Tolley, III** – Master in Health Administration Program

The Exchange Club solicits nominations from students from across the university. Students must be from the tri-county area to be eligible. Leadership and community service are important criteria, as well as financial need.

College of Health Professions Honors

**CHP STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL**

Through collaborative efforts between the MUSC Office of Alumni Affairs and the College of Health Professions, a student alumni council has formed. This council includes representatives from Occupational Therapy, Physical Therapy, Cardiovascular Perfusion, Master in Health Administration (MHA), Physician Assistant Studies, and PhD in Health and Rehabilitation. Two determined first year MHA students, Mr. Will Wantland and Ms. Amy McLeod, formed the group in an effort to involve CHP students with alumni and the Alumni Association in hopes of fostering a relationship that will continue after students have graduated. The group meets regularly and plans to execute a variety of educational, social, philanthropic and/or professional events to promote fellowship, personal growth, and enjoyment of CHP students and alumni.

**CARING HEALTH PROFESSIONALS STUDENT AWARDS**

The Caring Professionals Program, funded by the Arthur Vining Davis Foundations, aims to develop caring professionals through transforming students’ educational and cultural experiences at the Medical University of South Carolina and in the community. The goal of the program is to awaken in students the realization that they will benefit from and find fulfillment through a life of caring and service for others. The Caring Professionals Program Student Award
showcases those students who model caring and compassionate behaviors towards others. Students that are awarded the Caring Professionals Program Student Award shows a genuine compassionate attitude and selflessness to others (including fellow students), models caring behaviors, empathy, and sensitivity when engaged with those in need and participates in activities which benefit others in the community.

**2010 Recipients:** Ms. Hannah Foster (Physical Therapy), Mr. Victor Fresco (PhD in Rehabilitation Science), Ms. Roxana Popa (Master in Health Administration), Mr. Darren Johnson (Physician Assistant Studies)

**D. G. ASKINS, JR., M.D. SCHOLARSHIP**

In 2004 the D. G. Askins, Jr., M.D. Scholarship was established by former CHP Professor and Department Chair, Dr. Askins. The purpose of the scholarship is to advance the Physician Assistant (PA) profession by providing awards to deserving students of the CHP PA program who demonstrate the commitment to practice their profession according to the highest standards of excellence and leadership as exhibited by Dr. Askins. In 2010, on the 50th anniversary of his graduation from the Medical University of South Carolina’s College of Medicine, the D. G. Askins, Jr., M.D. Scholarship was fully endowed. Now, in the first year of endowment, Dr. Askins would undoubtedly be proud that the scholarship in his name has been awarded to PA student Hyman Fowler, who embodies the excellence and leadership promoted by the scholarship.

Despite not having the opportunity to meet Dr. Askins prior to his passing in May 2011, Fowler shares the same commitment to excellence that inspired the scholarship. For Fowler, the commitment was borne from personal experience at a young age. When he was about 10 years old, Fowler’s sister was diagnosed with thyroid cancer, a disease that is often asymptomatic until it reaches an advanced stage. Thankfully for the Fowler family, her primary care physician and other providers caught the disease in an early, treatable stage. Hyman Fowler attributes his sister being alive today to the care she received from her primary care team.

Another motivating factor to go into primary care came from Fowler’s recent trip to South Africa. He saw up close the impact that primary care, or lack thereof, can have on vulnerable populations. The ability to manage or prevent disease through primary care made an impact on his career goals. He sees himself practicing in the southeast, if not South Carolina, and helping to serve the medically underserved in rural areas. It’s that sense of compassion and commitment to excellence that makes Fowler such a fitting recipient of the Askins Scholarship, and another reason why Dr. Askins would be proud that his scholarship is contributing to Hyman Fowler’s success as a Physician Assistant.

**SHOWCASING SUCCESS - STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS**

The College of Health Professions held its annual awards ceremony, Showcasing Success, on October 8, 2010 at St. Luke’s Chapel in Charleston, SC. This awards ceremony is held annually to honor individuals who are outstanding student representatives with extraordinary accomplishments. Scholarships are a critical means by which the College of Health Professions can support its students. We appreciate the support of our alumni and friends who have made these 2010 scholarships possible.
## College of Health Professions Student Scholarships Recipients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDENT</th>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>NAME OF SCHOLARSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Richard Cordrey</td>
<td>Anesthesia for Nurses</td>
<td>Mary Ann Cone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Shijuana Scotland</td>
<td>Anesthesia for Nurses</td>
<td>Anne Pappas Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Sarah Enoch</td>
<td>Anesthesia for Nurses</td>
<td>CHP Public Advisory Board; CHP Alumni Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Sean Wittorf</td>
<td>Cardiovascular Perfusion</td>
<td>James Palmer Dearing Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Sarah Boyd</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>Health Administration and Policy Alumni Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Amanda Cooper</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>College of Health Professions-Student Government Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Rebecca Jones</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>CHP Alumni Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Clinton Larkins</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>CHP Public Advisory Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Kathryn Roberts</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>HCA/DeMarco Endowed Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Hailey James</td>
<td>Master in Health Administration</td>
<td>David Munday Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Jenna Funke</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>Eric Michael Hardy Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Tatyana McElween</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Education in Rehabilitation Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Melissa Turpin</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Education in Rehabilitation Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Jonathan Ahearn</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Education in Rehabilitation Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Andrea Grunberger</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Catherine Michele Poulnot Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Chris Franz</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Catherine Michele Poulnot Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Kristin Merritt</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Clinical/Research Excellence in Rehabilitation Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Jill Polhemus</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Kenneth and Cozie Thomas Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Becky Witkop</td>
<td>Physical Therapy</td>
<td>Relax the Back/Lowery Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Leslie Dillard</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>Will Hagood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Elizabeth Douglas</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>Elizabeth Gouge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Hyman Fowler</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>David Glen Askins, Jr. MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Steven Jones</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>CHP Alumni Association Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Christopher Kelly</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Gretchen Reibold</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Studies</td>
<td>Sushma Rao; Reamer Lorenzo Cockfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Katlyn McGratten</td>
<td>PhD in Health &amp; Rehabilitation Science</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Academic Enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Annie Simpson</td>
<td>PhD in Health &amp; Rehabilitation Science</td>
<td>Rowley Award for Academic Enhancement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Doctor of Health Administration Student Doctoral Dissertation Defense

The College of Health Professions congratulates four doctoral candidates who have successfully completed their doctoral defense. These are trained leaders who are prepared for the roles they will assume as the era of healthcare reform evolves. Candidates’ names and dissertation titles are listed below.

Dr. Salvador J. Esparza - Nurse Staffing and Skill Mix Patterns: Are There Differences in Outcomes?

Dr. Catrin C. Jones-Nazar - Impact of Staphylococcus Aureus Infections on Cost and Length of Stay at hospitals in Louisiana: An analysis of the 2000-2007 Louisiana Inpatient Discharge Data

Dr. Miles Franklin Meyer - The Relationship of Employee Empowerment and Hospital Profitability for a Sample of Acute Hospitals in the United States

Dr. Wayne Oliver Winney - Target income Hypothesis: A study of Cardiology Compensation

Student National Conference Presentations

The students in the PhD for Health and Rehabilitation Science Program and in the Doctorate of Physical Therapy Program have participated in mentored research presented at national and international meetings. These forums exhibit the early research accomplishments of the students and the exceptional interdisciplinary mentorship teams in the College of Health Professions and College of Medicine.


### Student Journal Publications


Editor and Editorial Board

Chipas, A. CRNA Today, Editor in Chief

Graber, D. Journal of Health and Human Services Administration, Editorial Review Board Member

Jones, W. J. Journal of Health Administration Education (AUPHA), Editorial Board member

Kautz, S. Journal of Applied Biomechanics Editorial Board Member; Journal of Rehabilitation Research & Development, Editorial Board Member

Krause, J. Topics in Spinal Cord Injury Rehabilitation Editor-in-chief; Rehabilitation Psychology, Editorial Board Member

Martin-Harris, B. Dysphagia Journal, Editorial Board Member, Associate Editor; Bulgarian Journal of Communication Disorders, Editorial Board; Journal of Applied Physiology, Editorial Consultant; Laryngoscope, Editorial Consultant; Archives of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, Editorial Consultant; American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology, Editorial Consultant; Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Editorial Consultant; Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development, Editorial Consultant

McKee, T. E. International Journal of Auditing, Editor

Mitcham, M. American Journal of Occupational Therapy, Reviewer; Occupational Therapy International, Editorial Board Member; Journal of Occupational Science, Reviewer

Sistino, J. Journal of ExtraCorporeal Circulation Associate, Editor

Wager, K. A. Journal of Health Administration Education, Editorial Review Board

Woodbury, M. Occupational Therapy Journal of Research, Editorial Review Board

Editorial Reviewer

Breland, H. L. Journal of Aging and Health, Reviewer; Military Medicine, Reviewer; Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer; American Journal of Occupational Therapy, Reviewer

Bonilha, H.S. American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology, Reviewer; Journal of Speech, Language and Hearing Research, Reviewer; Current Bioinformatics, Reviewer; Folia Phoniatica et Logopaedica, Reviewer

Bowden, M. American Journal of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer; Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer; Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development, Reviewer; Stroke, Reviewer; Physical Therapy Journal, Reviewer; Spinal Cord, Reviewer; Neurorehabilitation and Neural Repair, Reviewer; Journal of Biomechanics, Reviewer; Journal of the Neurological Sciences, Reviewer; Medical Engineering and Physics, Reviewer
Brotherton, S. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer; Journal of Rehabilitation Research and Development, Reviewer

Carson, N. Occupational Therapy in Mental Health, Reviewer

Coker-Bolt, P. Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer; Clinical Rehabilitation, Reviewer; Occupational Therapy International, Reviewer; Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine, Reviewer

Gregory, C. Journal of Applied Physiology, Reviewer; Muscle & Nerve, Reviewer; Physical Therapy Medicine & Science in Sports & Exercise, Reviewer; Spinal Cord, Reviewer; Clinical Neurophysiology, Reviewer; Neurorehabilitation & Neural Repair, Reviewer; Journal of Rehabilitation Research & Development, Reviewer

Hewett, M. Journal of the American Academy of Physician Assistants, Reviewer

Jones, W. J. Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA, ) Journal of Health Administration Education, Reviewer

Kazley, A. Journal of the American Medical Association, Reviewer; Neurology, Reviewer; Health Care Management Science, Reviewer; Medical Care Research and Review, Reviewer; Recent Patents on Biomedical Engineering, Reviewer; Journal of Health Care Engineering, Reviewer

Meacham, M. American College of Healthcare Executive (ACHE), Journal of Health Care Management, Reviewer

Mitcham, M. American Journal of Occupational Therapy, Reviewer; Journal of Occupational Science, Reviewer

Moore, E. L. Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA), Journal of Health Administration Education, Reviewer

Morrisette, D.C. American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, Treatment Guidelines for Shoulder Osteoarthritis, Reviewer; Spine and Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Reviewer

Thomas, K. J. Cardiopulmonary Physical Therapy Journal, Reviewer; Anatomical Sciences Education, Reviewer

Wise, H. Canadian Journal of Behavioural Science, Reviewer

Journal Publications


tive when assessing evidence on boosted protease inhibitor-based regimens for initial antiretroviral therapy. *Advances in Therapy*, 27(11), 763-773.


**Books and Book Chapters**


**Chipas, A.** (2010). *Herbal Medications*. Pharmacology of Nurse Anesthesiology (pp. 315-322). Boston, MA:
Appendix

Jones & Bartlett Learning.


**Presentations**


Coker-Bolt, P., Bower, B., Perkel, J., Holthaus, K., Bean, K., Carn, K., Mays, L., Pender, S., Rowland, L., & Shell,


Krause, J. S. (2010, October). Funded research of studies relevant to disability: Funding opportunities through the department of education. South Carolina State University. Orangeburg, SC.


Martin-Harris, B. (2011, April). Moving toward standardizing dysphagia practice: Introducing the modified barium swallow impairment profile (MBSImP). Kansas City, KS.


Moreau, N.G., Knight, H., & Olson M.W. (2011, February). To decline or not to decline: A potential mechanism by which torque output is preserved in cerebral palsy. American Physical Therapy Association Combined Section on Pediatric Meeting. New Orleans, LA.


Professional Service Activities

The College is proud of the many faculty members' service to their respective professions and related associations. Our colleagues give so generously of themselves to their profession that it not only benefits those professional organizations, but also serves as a source of recognition to the achievements of faculty, the College, and ultimately the Medical University of SC.

Breland, H. American Occupational Therapy Association Conference Abstract, Reviewer

Bonilha, H.S. South Carolina Speech-Language and Hearing Association's Research Committee, President; American Speech-Language and Hearing Association Convention 2011, Voice, Resonance and Alaryngeal Speech Program, Committee Member; Symposium of The Voice Foundation: Care of the Professional Voice, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 2010 Poster Judge; Academic-Research Careers program of the American Speech-Language and Hearing Association, Mentor; American Speech-Language and Hearing Association Grant, Reviewer

Bowman, P. National Board for Certification in Occupational Therapy, Clinical Simulation Question Item Development and Validation Committee, Member

Brotherton, S. South Carolina Chapter of the American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Board of Directors Member, Executive Board Member, APTA House of Delegates, Chief Delegate

Burik, J. K. Trident Technical College Occupational Therapy Assistant Educational Program, Charleston, SC, Advisory Board Member

Embry, A. E. South Carolina American Physical Therapy Association Board of Directors, Member

Jones, W. J U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Health, Editorial Board member & Manuscript Reviewer; Cancer Prevention Research Institute of Texas (CPRIT) Scientific Research and Prevention Programs Committee, Scientific Reviewer; Pennsylvania Department of Health and Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Scientific Reviewer

Kraft, S. V. American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Neuro Specialty Examination, Item writer; APTA Neurology Sections Consumer Advocacy Committee, Member; APTA Wheeled mobility and Seating Task Force, Member
Kautz, S. VA RR&D Maryland Exercise and Robotics Center of Excellence External Advisor Board, Member

Kazley, A.S. Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA), Annual Meeting Committee Member and Fundraising Committee, Member

Martin-Harris, B. OESO Permanent Scientific Committee Member; Board of Councilors for the International Society for Maxillofacial Rehabilitation (ISMR), Member; Medical Advisory Board, Support for People with Oral Head and Neck Cancer (SPONCH), Member

Meacham, M. Association of University Programs in Health Administration (AUPHA), 2012 Annual Meeting Planning Committee, Member; Law, Liability and Ethics 5th Edition by Frank, M., Contributor

Mitcham, M. National Board for Certification in Occupational Therapy, Educational Advisory Board, Member; Board of Directors of the American Occupational Therapy Foundation, Honorary Life Member; Center for Occupational Therapy Education at Colorado State University, Senior Consultant

Moreau, N.G. Section on Pediatrics of the American Physical Therapy Association, Research Committee, Awards Committee, Chair

Moore, E. L. College of Charleston Low Country Graduate Center Executive Director Search Committee, Member; Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), Commission on Colleges, Evaluator Registry

Morrisette, D.C. American Physical Therapy Association (APTA) Combined Sections Meeting, Poster Presentation Reviewer; APTA Expert Quality Measurement Panel, Member; APTA Orthopaedic Section Practice Affairs Committee, Member; APTA Academic Counsel Cultural Transformation Task Force, Member

Saladin, L. K. American Physical Therapy Association Executive Committee Member, Board Member, and Government Affairs Committee Member; Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions, Southern Deans Consortium, Secretary

Seif, G.A. South Carolina American Physical Therapy Association, President-Elect, Board of Directors, Member; American Physical Therapy Association Federal Affairs, Liaison

Sievert, A. American Society of Extracorporeal Circulation Ethics Committee, Chair

Sword, D. O. American Board of Physical Therapy Specialties (ABPTS), Cardiovascular & Pulmonary Specialty Area, Specialization Academy of Content Experts (SACE) Item Writer Member

Wager, K. A. Healthcare Information Technology Curriculum Project, Curriculum Design Task Force, Member; Commission on Accreditation for Healthcare Management Education (CAHME,) Fellow

White, A.W. Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Management Education (CAHME) Commissioner and Council; CAHME Candidacy Committee, Chair; South Carolina Chapter of the American College of Healthcare Executives Board, Member; Graduate Studies for the Association of University Programs in Health Administration, Editorial Review Board, Member

Community Service Activities

Bowman, P. Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES) Faculty Co-Advisor

Breland, H. L. Center for Community Health Partnerships, Mentoring/Consultation Core, Co-Director; Persistent Organic Pollutants in Autoimmunity (POPAI), Steering Committee; Lowcountry AHEC – Lowcountry Coalition for Health Careers, Member; Howard University Occupational Therapy Alumni & Friends Advisory Board
Brotherton, S. USA Swimming Stroke and Turn Official, Chief Judge; South Carolina High School League Stroke and Turn Official for High School Swimming; Spoleto Festival USA Volunteer Usher

Burik, J. Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES) Faculty Co-Advisor

Coker-Bolt, P. Charleston Miracle League Board, Member; Pattison's Academy Executive Board President, Finance Committee Member, Fundraising Committee Member; Play Today Foundation Executive Boarding Founding Member; Palmetto Medical Initiatives, Medical Campus Outreach Community Preceptor; Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES) Faculty Co-Advisor

Embry, A. E. Charleston Miracle League Board of Directors Member; Coastal Center - Human Rights Committee Member

Morrisette, D.C. Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES) Volunteer Clinician; Low Country Splash, Cooper River Bridge Swim Volunteer

Seif, G.A. Community Aid, Relief, Education and Support Clinic (CARES) Faculty Co-Advisor

Sievert, A. Junior League of Charleston Member

Grants

**SIGNIFICANT EXTERNAL AWARD**
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)/Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA). Training in Primary Care Medicine and Dentistry: Physician Assistant Training in Primary Care (ARRA). PI: Jacques, Paul, (09/01/2010 – 08/20/2015), Total FY 11: $1,630,281 (all five years of funding has been awarded). This highly competitive award was granted with stimulus funding through the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA).

**NEW GRANT AWARDS WITH CHP FACULTY AS PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR**


Department of Health and Human Services/Health Resources and Services Administration. Training in Primary Care Medicine and Dentistry: Physician Assistant Training in Primary Care. PI: Jacques, P. (09/01/2010 - 08/20/2015), Total for FY 11 (all five years awarded): $1,630,281.


Department of Veteran's Affairs Medical Center. Research Career Scientist Award. PI: Kautz, S. (01/01/2010 - 12/31/2013), Total for FY 11: $94,912.


South Carolina Spinal Cord Injury Research Fund. Research Development Core. PI: Krause, J. (07/01/2009 - 06/30/2010), Total for FY 11: $64,526 (Received in FY 11 for FY 10).


CHP Faculty also demonstrated their collaborative spirit by participating as researchers on sixteen other grant-funded projects being conducted on MUSC’s campus.

CHP Faculty Participating in Outside Grant Awards

College of Medicine, Dept. of Rheumatology & Immunology (Kamen, PI). National Institutes of Health /NIEHS. Environmental Determinants of Autoimmunity among African Americans in Coastal SC - Diversity Supplement (Year 2). Participating Faculty: Breland, H., Effort: 75%, (07/01/2010 – 06/30/2013).


College of Medicine, Dept. of Neurosciences (Adams, PI). National Institutes of Health /NHLBI. Prevention of Stroke after STOP (Post STOP; Year 2). Participating Faculty: Kazley, A., Effort: 10%, (07/01/2010 – 06/30/2014).

College of Medicine, Dept. of Neurosciences (Slaughter, PI). Department of Defense/United States Army/U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity. Southeastern Virtual Institute of Equity & Wellness (SE VIEW; Project 9). Participating Faculty: Kazley, A., Effort: 30%, (07/01/2010 – 07/01/2013).

College of Medicine, Dept of Surgery/Transplant (Baliga, PI). National Institutes of Health /NIDDKD. A Program to Increase Living Donations in African Americans (Year 4). Participating Faculty: Kazley, A., Effort: 5%; Simpson, K., Effort: 2.5%, (08/01/2010 – 07/31/2012).

College of Medicine, Dept. of Neurosciences (See, PI). National Institutes of Health /NIDA. Translational Research in Addiction Center (TRAC; Year 4). Participating Faculty: Saladin, M., Effort: 11.25%, (09/30/2006 – 08/31/2010).


College of Medicine, Dept. Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences (Brady, PI). National Institutes of Health /NIAMS. Specialized Center Research (SCOR) on Sex and Gender Factors Affecting Women’s Health (Year 10). Participating Faculty: Saladin, M., Effort: 15%, (09/30/2002 – 06/30/2012).


College of Medicine, Dept. Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences (Brady, PI). National Institutes of Health /NIDA. D-Cycloserine Facilitation of Cocaine-Cue Extinction (Year 4). Participating Faculty: Saladin, M., Effort: 5%, (06/01/2008 – 05/31/2012)

College of Medicine, Dept. of Surgery (Fakhry, Ford, Co-PIs). National Institutes of Health /NCMHHD. Critical Care Excellence in Sepsis and Trauma (CREST; Year 2) – ARRA-Funded RC1 Challenge Grant. Participating Faculty: Simpson, K., Effort: 5%, (09/20/2009 – 08/31/2011).

College of Medicine, Dept. of Biostatistics, Bioinformatics & Epidemiology (Palesch, PI). National Institutes of Health /NINDS. Statistical and Data Coordinating Center for the ALIAS and IMS III Trials (Year 4). Participating Faculty: Simpson, K., Effort: 1%, (09/01/2009 – 08/31/2010).
Appendix

College of Medicine, Dept. of General Internal Medicine & Geriatrics (Moran, PI). Health Resources and Services Administration. *Data Mining for Moran Development Project* (Year 3). Participating Faculty: **Simpson, K.**, Effort: 5%, (07/01/2009 – 06/30/2010).

College of Medicine, Dept. of Pediatrics (Basco, PI). Department of Health and Human Services/AHRQ. *Assessment of Pediatric Look-Alike, Sound-Alike (LASA) Substitution Errors* (Year 2). Participating Faculty: **Simpson, K.**, Effort: 1%, (04/01/2010 – 03/31/2012).

College of Medicine, Dept. of Neuroscience (Slaughter, PI). Department of Defense/United States Army/U.S. Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity. *Southeastern Virtual Institute of Equity & Wellness (SE VIEW; Project 8)*. Participating Faculty: **Simpson, K.**, Effort: 20%, (07/01/2010 – 07/01/2013).


**Grant Submissions with CHP Faculty as Principal Investigator**


Department of Veteran's Affairs Medical Center. *Augmentation of Locomotor Adaptation Post-Stroke*. PI: **Bowden, M.** (02/01/2012 - 01/31/2017), Total: $924,500.


Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Post-Stroke Contributors to Increased Energetic Cost and Decreased Gait Stability.* PI: **Dean, J.** (11/01/2011 - 10/31/2015), Total: $639,100.

Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Tailored Intervention for Stroke Risk Reduction for Minority and Rural Veterans.* PI: **Ellis, C.** (01/01/2012 - 12/31/2016), Total: $877,500.


Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Skeletal Muscle Properties and the Metabolic Cost of Walking Post-Stroke (Renewal).* PI: **Gregory, C.** (08/01/2010 - 09/30/2012), Total: $142,338.

Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Lower Extremity Power and Locomotor Function After Stroke.* PI: **Gregory, C.** (06/01/2011 - 05/31/2013), Total: $200,000.


Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Skeletal Muscle Plasticity as an Indicator of Functional Performance Post-Stroke.* PI: **Gregory, C.** (10/01/2012 - 09/30/2016), Total: $1,087,000.


Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. *Advancing Patient-Specific Neurorehabilitation Evaluation, Therapy and Outcomes.* PI: **Kautz, S.** (07/01/2011 - 06/30/2016), Total: $1,850,000.


National Institutes of Health/National Institute of Drug Abuse. *Novel Pharmaco-Behavior Therapy to Augment...*
Craving Reduction & Smoking Cessation. PI: Saladin, M. (04/01/2012 - 03/31/2017), Total: $2,965,129.


Department of Veteran’s Affairs Medical Center. Patient-Tailored Upper Extremity Motor Rehabilitation. PI: Woodbury, M. (06/01/2011 - 05/31/2013), Total: $200,000.


Department of Veteran's Affairs Medical Center. Patient-Tailored Upper Extremity Motor Rehabilitation. PI: Woodbury, M. (09/01/2012 - 08/31/2016), Total: $1,097,900.

CHP researchers also collaborated on an additional sixteen applications submitted by faculty outside the College of Health Professions.

CHP Faculty Participating in Outside Grant Submissions


College of Medicine, Dept. of Rheumatology & Immunology (Kamen, PI). NIH/National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. Environmental Determinants of Autoimmunity among African Americans in Coastal SC - Diversity Supplement (Year 3). Participating Faculty: Breland, H., Effort: 75%, (04/01/2010 – 06/30/2012).

College of Medicine, Pediatrics (Macias, PI). Department of Health and Human Services/Health Resources and Services Administration. Leadership Education in Neurodevelopment and Related Disabilities (LEND). Participating Faculty: Coker-Bolt, P., Effort: 10%, (07/01/2011 - 06/30/2016).
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College of Medicine, Transplant Surgery (Baliga, PI). Department of Health and Human Services/Health Resources and Services Administration. *A Workplace Intervention to Increase the Number of Hard to Reach Registered Organ Donors in South Carolina.* Participating Faculty: Kazley, A., Effort: 30%; Simpson, K., Effort: 5%, (09/01/2011 - 08/31/2013).


College of Medicine, Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences (Gray, PI). National Institutes of Health /National Cancer Institute. *A Randomized Controlled Trial of Varenicline for Adolescent Smoking Cessation.* Participating Faculty: Saladin, M., Effort: 10%, (07/01/2011 - 06/30/2016).
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